
A Letter From Our New President
Shipmates,  

I am excited and honored to have the privilege to lead SNA.  I look 
forward to engaging our Surface Warfare community to continue 
to expand upon the guidance and direction provided Admiral 
Barry McCullough these past five years.  Admiral McCullough’s 
leadership has been truly exceptional.

Enhancing the relevance of SNA to each of you and ensuring we 
continue to reach out across the maritime and surface warfare 
community - active duty, retired, reservists, Officer, Enlisted and 
civilian is important.  Our local Chapters are key to making this 
successful and every SNA member can have a big impact in this 
effort.

I expect SNA to provide the forum to educate, stimulate, 
communicate across our membership.  Educate in areas including 
Naval history, increasing professionalism, and greater awareness 
of the environment we operate in.  Stimulate through engagement 
and exchange of ideas for our future Navy and sharing best 
practices to increase readiness today.  Communicate by providing 
the venue for dialogue both internally among our membership 
and externally to promote awareness of Surface Warfare issues. 

I look forward to your thoughts and suggestions on how to best 
make SNA meet your needs.

VADM Rick Hunt, USN (Ret)
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VADM Richard Hunt Will Lead Surface 
Navy Association
Retired Vice Adm. Richard Hunt assumed the position of President 
of the Surface Navy Association (SNA) at the 31st Annual National 
Symposium in January. Hunt succeeds retired Vice Adm. Barry 
McCullough, who has been president since 2013.

Hunt is a graduate of the University of Wisconsin-Madison and was 
commissioned in February 1976 through the Officer Candidate 
School program in Newport, R.I. He attended Naval Post Graduate 
School, receiving a Master of Science in Telecommunications Systems 
Management in March 1988. 

He has served in USS Sampson (DDG 10), USS Underwood (FFG 
36) and USS Roark (FF 1053), and has commanded USS Crommelin 
(FFG 37) and USS Philippine Sea (CG 58).  As a flag officer, he 
commanded Carrier Strike Group Six/John F Kennedy Strike Group; 
Commander, Combined Joint Task Force-Horn of Africa; U.S. Third 
Fleet and Naval Surface Forces/Naval Surface Force, U.S. Pacific 
Fleet. He became Director, Navy Staff in August 2012 and retired 
from the Navy in November 2013. 

His shore assignments include: assistant professor of the Naval Reserve 
Officers Training Corps Unit at Ohio State University; communications 
systems officer for Command, Control, Communications, and Computer 
Systems Directorate (J6), Joint Staff; executive assistant to Director, 
Surface Warfare (N86); executive assistant to Deputy Chief of Staff 
of Naval Operations for Resources, Requirements, and Assessments 
(N8), and Executive Assistant Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff. He 
additionally served as Deputy Director, Strategy & Policy (J5), Joint 
Staff and Director, Programming Division (N80), Navy Staff. 

Hunt joined Raytheon Company in the position of Vice President, 
Business Development, Navy/Marine Corps Programs in January 
2014 and assumed the role of Vice President for U.S. Business 
Development in June 2015. He transitioned to Chief Strategy Officer 
at Fincantieri Marinette Marine in April 2018.

McCullough retired from the U.S. Navy in 2011 where he was 
commander, U.S. Fleet Cyber Command/Commander, U.S. 10th Fleet.  
He currently is vice president of strategy and business development 
for Lockheed Martin Rotary and Mission Systems.

Commenting on Admiral McCullough’s tenure, Adm Jim Hogg, the 
Association’s Chairman of the Board, said “The SNA 2019 Symposium 
was, from my vantage point, our most successful; and, it offered you 
the opportunity to depart in a “blaze of glory” – which you did! 
Making your 5+ years as our President the finest term of office I 
have seen since my arrival in 1994!  My most genuine thanks, again, 
for your positive leadership and continuous commitment to our cause.”

“It’s been an honor and privilege to lead SNA for the past five years, 
and see our association grow in support of the surface warfare 
professionals in the Navy and Coast Guard,” McCullough said.

SURFACE SITREP

“Rick Hunt brings his knowledge and professional 
experience as a Surface Warfare Officer, manager and 
leader to keep SNA on a steady course.”s



the former Soviet archives, looking for leads on losses from the 
Cold War, Vietnam War, Korean War, and World War II.  We 
have people who go out and interview eye witnesses to the losses 
and look at any way to build leads that would inform our decision 
to send an investigation team to find where someone – or some 
group – was lost.  So, if it was a plane crash, we go and talk to 
the people near the crash site.  If some villager says, “Yes, we 
remember that this battle happened here, and some Americans 
were killed and afterwards my father went and buried them over 
here behind the church,” that will show us where they were buried.  
When we get actionable information where we think we have 
a good idea where someone may actually be, then we try to 
transition those cases to recovery operations.  That’s where we go 
and find their remains and bring them back to the United States 
for identification, and ultimately, to be returned to their families 
with all the honors they earned through their service and sacrifice. 

What kind of staff do you have?

The agency itself has about 300 active duty military and a 
little over 300 government civilians, and also over 150 full-time 
contractor personnel that are supporting us.  That’s our permanent 
staff who do the mission.  Besides the historians and analysts, all 
the investigation and recovery teams and field operations are 
under me.  Our military team is about half Army and then the other 
half is equally split between the other three services.  Our organic 
recovery teams are mostly made up of the military members--
anything from infantrymen to Army Mortuary Affairs Specialists.  
We have EOD (explosive ordnance disposal) technicians from 
the services.  We have our own underwater recovery team.  We 
have a mountaineering team of fully qualified Army and Marines 
mountaineers.  We have Special Forces medics from Army, Navy, 
and Air Force.  We have a lot of logisticians – they’re a HUGE 
part of this effort.  We have linguists, intelligence specialists, 
analysts, and of course admin people.  We have communications 
experts to manage our field communications and transportable 
HF (high frequency) and SATCOM systems to make sure we have 
comms with our teams the whole time they’re in the field.

In addition to your organic personnel who are permanently 
assigned, do you also have people who are temporarily 
assigned for specific missions?

We do get augmentees from the services for our missions--we call 
them STIAs – Short Term Individual Augmentees.  We absolutely 
could not do our mission without them.  The combatant commanders, 
like INDOPACOM and EUCOM, task their subordinate commands 
to provide personnel to us--normally for approximately 45 days-
-to go do a specific mission. 

How do those augmentees find out about these opportunities?

We have annual conferences with each of those COCOMS and 
they bring the service reps and we lay out what we’re looking to 
do the next year.  Services are tasked with providing certain skill 
sets, and they resource them the same way they do for any other 
augmentation requirement.  A lot of times people aren’t even 
aware the U.S. does this mission until they are asked to support it.  
We usually request some specific, high-demand (for our mission) 
skills.  For example, we have a fair number of linguists permanently 
on the staff, but we rely heavily on augmentee linguists.  If you’re a 
Vietnamese linguist in the military, then you probably know about 
this mission—they’re a relatively small group and pretty much all 
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Briefly summarize the Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency – or 
DPAA – mission; and what your job is in executing that mission.

Our mission is to provide the fullest possible accounting of our nation’s 
fallen, from past conflicts, back as far as World War II.  Many 
people correlate “accounting” to mean finding our fallen, recovering, 
identifying them, and returning them home--and that’s the main 
function that we do, to find our fallen heroes all over the world and 
bring them home.  In the end, when we complete the mission, some 
of them still won’t come home, because they’ll be unrecoverable. But 
what we will do is try and figure out exactly what happened to all 
of them.  It’s a huge effort. 

For me, as the Deputy Director for Operations, I’m responsible for 
the leadership, management, and oversight of the different steps 
in our process.  It starts with our historians and analysts.  We even 
have a Navy lieutenant who has a PhD in History on our team, plus 
quite a few civilian PhD historians and analysts—they’re all total 
history buffs and extremely knowledgeable.  They conduct research 
at our National Archives as well as at foreign archives, review 
service records, unit logs, and any kind of war records.  We even 
have a permanent detachment in Moscow who conduct research in 

Providing the Fullest Possible Account-
ing is Not an Empty Promise
An Interview with RDML Jon C. Kreitz, USN 
Deputy Director for Operations, Defense POW/MIA 
Accounting Agency
BY CAPT EDWARD LUNDQUIST, USN (RET)

RDML Jon C. Kreitz
Deputy Director for Operations, Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency
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of them have done this at some point.  But everybody that comes to 
us to help with our mission has a tremendous amount of satisfaction 
when they get done with their field mission.  When they get off the 
plane at the airfield at the end of a mission, they’re tired, dirty, and 
have a big smile on their face because they’re coming back from an 
absolutely great experience that they’re going to remember for the 
rest of their lives.  I’ve never seen it be any other way.  Many of our 
augmentees aggressively pursue and end up back here permanently 
assigned to DPAA.

We just had a Navy GSEC (Chief Gas Turbine System Technician) 
assigned here as a Lao linguist.  He was born in Laos and did great 
on an augmentation tour in the fall of 2017. He had been on sea 
duty nearly his entire career.  We worked with the Navy Personnel 
Command, and now he’s working for us full time.  That’s just one 
example of many.

Where are your lab facilities?

While our headquarters is located in Arlington, Virginia, we have 
our main forensic anthropology lab—the premier one in the world—
here on Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam.  We have another forensic 
anthropology lab at Offutt Air Force Base in Omaha, Nebraska; and, 
our Life Support Equipment Laboratory, or LSEL, at Wright-Patterson 
Air Force Base in Dayton, Ohio, which is a critical support element 
of our work at aircraft crash sites.  Last year we renovated one 
of our buildings at Pearl Harbor, increasing our laboratory analysis 
capacity by 37 percent.  The renovation project also included the 
establishment of the new DPAA Academy.  I’m excited about what the 
DPAA Academy will do for our mission going forward.  It serves three 
purposes.  It’s a facility to consolidate the training of our deployable 
teams—from mountaineering operations, to terrestrial operations, 
to underwater recoveries—teaching them how to do their missions.  
The new functions are the training of non-DOD partners and the 
providing of orientation, subject matter expert exchanges, and senior 
leader engagements with host-nation organizations.   I just mentioned 
partners. We partner with a number of U.S. universities, as well as 
foreign universities with top-notch anthropology and archeology 
programs.  When our agency was stood up in 2015, we partnered 
with two U.S. universities to do field recovery missions in Europe in 
2016.  We’ve continually expanded our partnership program, such 
that we completed 16 partner missions in 2017 and last year we 
did 27.  This year we have 36 partner missions in our operations 
plan.  Some of them are well-established, world-class programs in 
archaeology and anthropology, and they become “hubs” for us, and 
then we have them help us with other universities.  We usually pair 
our partner schools with a university in that nation we’re going to 
work in.  We’ve found that this is a great way of conducting our 
missions.  It enhances the field work for the students, it reduces their 
cost, and it’s cost effective for us.  And, we’re also growing future 
potential DPAA scientists!

What about some of the other organizations you work with?

We use NGOs (non-governmental organizations), contractors, 
and other government organizations.  We recently conducted an 
underwater survey mission off of Italy to survey a number of shallow 
water aircraft crash sites using a French Navy ship and Italian Navy 
divers.  We had U.S. Army divers in Kuwait, partnered with the Kuwaiti 
Coast Guard and the University of Delaware helping us look for an 
F/A-18 that was shot down during the first Gulf War.  I frequently visit 
countries to negotiate agreements with their governments for access 

and support, often developing opportunities to partner with some 
of their academic institutions to work together collaboratively to 
find our fallen.  It’s a huge force multiplier for us. 

Do you find that most countries are amenable to what we’re 
trying to do?

The vast majority are incredibly supportive.  Almost every country 
in the world understands the humanitarian nature of this mission, 
and they bend over backwards to help us out.  But there aren’t 
many countries who proactively seek their fallen like The United 
States.  The Republic of Korea pursues their Korean War losses 
like we do.  We work hand-in-hand with them.  Most of our allies 
have offices that we cooperate with, but they’re generally reactive 
in nature, only recovering remains when third parties provide them 
leads of turn over remains to them.  When I travel throughout 
Europe I often am asked, “Why does America do this? Aren’t 
you opening old wounds?”  My response is, “We’re not opening 
old wounds; we’re closing them.”  We’re bringing closure for so 
many of these families that have never gotten over not having the 
answers of where their loved ones are.  We have families tell us 
all the time to do more, and do it faster, but we don’t have people 
telling us not to find their loved ones.  

As a nation, we’re fairly young.  Most European countries have 
been involved in conflicts dating back many centuries, if not more 
than a millennia, but never had the wherewithal to bring back 
their fallen.  Their history, their culture, is to bury them where they 
fell.  But that’s not America’s culture.  After our Civil War, both the 
North and South went back to retrieve their fallen and bring them 
home.  We’ve been doing that from the beginning.  If you look at 
World Wars I and II, yes, there are Americans buried overseas in 
U.S. cemeteries, but at the end of the conflict, the primary next of 
kin – the family – were in the vast majority of the cases given the 
option to bring their loved ones home or leave them interred in 
a U.S. cemetery overseas.  Nearly 90 percent of our fallen from 
World War II were brought home to the States.  It’s our culture.  
American’s don’t want to leave their fallen heroes behind; they 
want them brought home.  Almost every country we work with 
bends over backwards to help us once we explain this to them.

What are some of the emerging technologies or techniques 
that have helped you in your research, investigation, and field 
operations?

Our process is very data-driven.  We have terabytes worth of 
data, and paper, and microfiche, and old log books, rolls of chest 
and dental X-rays, medical records and military service files.  One 
of the big things we’re doing is digitizing everything.  We have 
created an automated Case Management System that manages 
all this data and provides digitized analytic tools with software 
that allows us to search, sort and correlate information to help 
develop leads for cases.  We’ve just achieved our full operational 
capability for that system here at the end of January.  Last year 
our laboratories went digital.  We now have an automated 
Laboratory Information Management System which is integrated 
with the Case Management System.  This will help us become more 
efficient and effective--from the front-end work of developing 
leads, to the end game of doing the scientific analysis of remains-- 
everything in between is tied into that. 

If we’re following up on an eye witness account and want to 
excavate and look for remains, we don’t just start digging.  We 
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up pieces of the gear that the crew was wearing, and they’re 
recovering remains.  So those tools are incredibly important. Today 
our scientists in the field are both pushing and pulling imagery—
they’re mapping out their excavations and feeding into our Case 
Management System in real time.  

How about new capabilities to help you make identification of 
remains?

We use eight different lines of evidence to identify individuals, 
and to correlate what we find with the existing data we have.  
If we find a crash site in a very remote location, and only one 
aircraft is known to have gone down near there, and the wreckage 
has serial numbers that match the aircraft we’re looking for, then 
the remains we find there should correlate to the men who were 
missing on that mission.  It helps us fit together the pieces of the 
puzzle.

We have medical and personnel records for most of our missing.  
Our anthropologists can look at skeletal remains and determine 
sex, stature, age, race and other information.  Then there are the 
personal effects.  If you find a dog tag, it’s not definitive because 
some of those people were given a buddy’s dog tag, when their 
buddies fell, they grabbed them and put them on to give to their 
family, or whatever the case.  But it’s more evidence to help us.

Then there is DNA.  DNA testing has continued to evolve.  In 2016, 
the Armed Forces DNA Identification Lab, or AFDIL, is part of the 
Armed Forces Medical Examiner System.  They keep coming up 
with new ways to get valid test results out of deteriorated and 
degraded samples.  You can imagine that many of these remains 
have been exposed for many years or were involved in high speed 
jet crashes where they burned at very high temperatures with jet 
fuel.  If a crime lab is investigating remains of an individual who 
died in the past week or so, the DNA is likely going to be intact. 
But what happens if you have less than ten percent of an intact 
strand of DNA?

Today, more often than not, AFDIL can now get a valid test 
result from severely damaged DNA, and they’re improving their 
capabilities more every day.  No other lab in the world can 
successfully test the DNA of remains as severely damaged as 
AFDIL can.  This continuous improvement has allowed us to do IDs 
in the last year or two that weren’t possible 4 or 5 years ago.  
And they’re getting ready to field some new test procedures in the 
next year that will allow us to identify individuals that we couldn’t 
just 12 months ago.  Sometimes it’s not just the technology that’s 
challenging.

We just completed an ID of a Vietnam War Navy loss where the 
DNA couldn’t help because he had been adopted.  But nuclear 
isotope testing, another rapidly evolving technology, just helped 
us solve this case.  Isotope testing is where you’re actually testing 
the chemical composition of bones.  Unlike DNA, the chemical 
composition of remains doesn’t change over time, not even when 
exposed to high temperature fires.  These new tests tell us where 
someone has been during different points of their life.  It’s kind of 
like a fingerprint.  We can tell where a person was for the first 
three years of their life by the oxygen signatures of their teeth.

We are working with several partner nations to do detailed 
reference mapping of their countries, and we’re collecting even 
more detailed samples throughout the entire United States, county-
by-county.  Right now, we’re doing light isotopes – like nitrogen 

Rear Adm. Jon Kreitz, deputy director for operations, Defense POW/MIA 
Accounting Agency (DPAA), and Republic of Korea Capital Defense Corps 
Warrant Officer Won Hyeong Lee sign documents repatriating the remains 
of Korean service members identified by DPAA at Joint Base Pearl Harbor-
Hickam, Sept. 26. Photo by MC1 Amara Timberlake

have tools such as ground penetrating radar.  In fact, we have an 
office that specializes in high tech sensors and equipment for field 
operations.  But more importantly, our partners have tremendous 
capabilities that we can leverage.  We just finished trials off of Palau 
about three weeks ago with Scripps Institute of Oceanography and 
the University of Delaware Marine Science Institute doing validation 
testing with side scan sonars of new techniques for the detection 
and 3D imaging of underwater aircraft wreckage.  These new 
technologies and algorithms were developed with a grant from the 
Defense Forensic Enterprise.  We’re improving how we do our initial 
research, managing and analyzing our data to search for and find 
loss sites, and find what we’re looking for at those sites.  

We’re also changing how we do some of our longer-term missions.   
A few years’ ago in Laos, we would have to transport our crews from 
where they were staying to the work sites each day.  It might require 
a difficult and lengthy trip by land, or an expensive helicopter 
flight.  We’ve developed facilities to allow us to remain at the work 
site, with lodging, galleys, water and sanitation facilities, so we can 
make the most of our time at the site—we bivouac on-scene now.  
We’ve brought with us a decent level of safe and clean living out 
in the middle of jungles and mountainsides and wherever else.  We 
operate in a lot of places that are very remote and austere, and 
there’s nothing there unless we bring it with us.  Again, the logistics 
piece of our mission is huge. 

Are you able to take advantage of modern imagery capabilities?

Yes, we are.  Last month I visited a WWII B-25 crash site in Burma 
along a river.  Our scientists and analysts were trying to locate 
exactly where the crash site was before we scheduled the recovery.  
Fortunately, we had an eyewitness who’s still alive and saw the crash 
on his farm.  But the farm has changed over the years.  We have 
several people from the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency 
permanently assigned to DPAA.  In this case, there was a second 
aircraft flying this particular mission and it circled around, even 
while taking fire, and took one picture of the crash site.  Our NGA 
technicians were able to take current imagery and characteristics of 
the terrain, geography, and determine points of commonality.  For 
example, what is a dry creek bed today may have been an active 
creek back then.  And they were able to overlay the imagery and 
determine exactly where the crash site is.  Now we’re excavating 
at that site, and we’re finding airplane wreckage; they’re digging 
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and oxygen – but in the next two years we’ll start testing for heavy 
isotopes, such as strontium, which will give us much more specificity of 
exactly where somebody has been. Instead of saying they’re from a 
region of the country, or a state, we’re going to be able to say, “They 
were in this county, of this state, during this time frame of their life.”  
So, in the near future when we work with families, we won’t just ask 
for DNA family reference samples, but we’ll also be asking, “Where 
did your uncle live each year of his life?”  It will be a discriminator.  
We had three IDs over the last year that relied on isotope testing.  

Many may recall that we received 55 boxes of presumed American 
remains from North Korea last year.  We’ve completed isotope 
testing on all of them.  These tests have confirmed that a large 
majority of the remains clearly are Americans and those remains will 
continue through our rigorous identification process.  The “non-U.S.” 
remains have now been removed from our analysis queue, freeing 
up valuable lab resources, and will be repatriated to their home 
countries.  This shortens the time it takes us to identify Americans--a 
huge win!

PEARL HARBOR (Dec. 7, 2018) Rear Adm. Jon Kreitz, right, deputy director 
of operations for the Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency, laughs while 
speaking to a sailor and a Pearl Harbor survivor during a memorial ceremony 
at the USS Oklahoma Memorial on Ford Island in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, Dec. 
7, 2018. The ceremony was held for the 77th anniversary of the attack on 
Pearl Harbor and to remember the service members who perished aboard USS 
Oklahoma. (U.S. Marine Corps photo by Sgt. Jacqueline A. Clifford/Released)

Members of the Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency (DPAA) march 
alongside a disinterred casket holding the remains of unknown USS Oklahoma 
service members during a disinterment ceremony at the National Memorial 
Cemetery of the Pacific in Honolulu, Nov. 5, 2015. Today’s ceremony was the 
final disinterment for the USS Oklahoma. The DPAA mission is to provide the 
fullest possible accounting for our missing personnel to their families and the 
nation. (U.S. Air Force photo by Staff Sgt. La'Shanette Garrett/Released)

Back in the early 1990’s, we received 208 boxes of remains from 
North Korea—we called it “the K-208 Project.”  Back then, we 
didn’t have isotope testing, and DNA testing was in its infancy.  We 
were just starting the process of collecting DNA family reference 
samples.  One technique we had back then was using dental 
records to help with identifications (which we still rely heavily on 
today), but most of the boxes did not contain dental remains.  Our 
lab formed a team to find a way to identify the K-208 remains 
with the reference information we had available at the time.  Sure 
enough, our scientists developed a new way to identify remains 
that is now accepted world-wide by the forensics community.  Most 
servicemen from WWII and Korea had chest x-rays taken when 
they were screened for tuberculosis.  We found that the chest 
X-ray showing the upper vertebrae and upper ribcage including 
the clavicles—the “collarbones” —could be used because the 
clavicle is as unique as fingerprints.  So, from a chest X-ray and 
even just half of a clavicle, we can identify people!  Today, we’ve 
automated much of this technique.  We 3-D image the clavicles 
and digitize the chest X-rays, then use data analytics to determine 
the match.  We’re just beginning to realize the benefits of this new 
automation.  We initially tried it on the remains of the nearly 400 
USS Oklahoma Sailors who were interred at the National Memorial 
Cemetery of the Pacific as unknowns and have had tremendous 
success.  In fact, we just completed the 200th Oklahoma Sailor 
identification and hope to reach 300 over the next year.  

How much evidence is enough?

Our medical examiners will not identify somebody unless they 
have ZERO DOUBTS that it’s the specific person.  EVERY bit of 
evidence has to lead to the same individual, without exception. 

Do you have outside consultants to look at cases?

We bring in outside consultants regularly. In some of our older 
cases, or if we need advice on what our next steps should be, we 
bring in experts with some fresh eyes and new ideas.  They have 
been very helpful.  And that’s important because we can never get 
an identification wrong, we have got to get it right.  The medical 

Members of the Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency (DPAA) excavate 
aircraft wreckage during recovery operations in Numoiken, Papua New 
Guinea, Feb. 26, 2016. The DPAA members are deployed as part of a 
recovery team in the search of two crew members of an A-20 Havoc aircraft 
lost during World War II. The DPAA deploys teams from its operation office 
based at Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam in Hawaii to provide the fullest 
possible accounting of missing personnel to their families and the nation. 
(DoD Photo by Staff Sgt. Erik Cardenas,USAF/Released)
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examiner has got to have zero doubts that it’s a particular individual.  
99 percent isn’t the rule – the rule is 100 percent collaboration of all 
evidence.  Once we identify remains, we notify the respective service 
casualty office, and they notify the primary next of kin.  And then the 
family decides how they want their loved ones honored. 

It appears that the number of your missions is increasing.   

There is a sense of urgency.  We’re especially running out of time to 
find our Vietnam War missing, due to the hot and humid climate and 
very acidic soil throughout most of Southeast Asia.  We’re getting 
after all these World War II cases that are all over the world.  
Obviously, we are hopeful that we’ll be able to get back into North 
Korea sometime soon.  My mantra is that we have to continually push 
to do more, faster—the families of our fallen deserve nothing less.

What’s the most gratifying part of your job? 

Everything.  It’s a great job. We have a phenomenal team, doing an 
incredibly honorable mission.  I’m doing something that I love doing.  
When you find someone, identify him, and finally can return him 
home, you see where the rubber meets the road.  I’ve presided over 
funerals and I see what it means to the families in the end when they 
finally have their uncle, their dad, their brother, home.  Last summer 
we buried a Sailor from World War II -- Seaman First Class Leon 
Ericks.  He had three surviving relatives who knew him before he went 
in the Navy in 1940. He died during the Pearl Harbor attack. But at 
the funeral, there were over a hundred family members spanning five 
generations from all over the country – some of them had never met 
each other.  His funeral brought their whole family together.  He was 
finally interred in his hometown, in the cemetery with his parents, his 
grandparents, his nine brothers and sisters.  Half the town was there.  
It was so huge for them.  And they could not stop thanking us for what 
we do.  Just knowing that, giving them that closure, is huge.  That’s 
the gratifying part of the job.  This huge team effort – not just with 
DPAA, but with AFMES and the services and all of our partners—is 
providing those answers to the families, to the nation.  One service 
member, one American at a time.  I love doing it, Ned.  I think you 
know that already.

Members from the Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency (DPAA), screen 
through dirt in Arunachal Pradesh, India during the search and recovery 
efforts to retrieve eight US Army Air Corps members that went down with 
the aircraft in 1942. DPAA conducts global search, recovery and laboratory 
operations to identify unaccounted-for Americans from past conflicts in order 
to support the Department of Defense's personnel accounting efforts. (DoD 
photo by SSgt Erik Cardenas/U.S. Air Force)

“Re-Blueing” is an Emphasis on 
Professionalism
An Interview with CAPT Paul A Flynn, USCG 
Commanding Officer, Training Center Petaluma

BY CAPT EDWARD LUNDQUIST, USN (RET)

Tell me about TRACEN Petaluma.  What’s your mission, and 
why does the Coast Guard have a facility here?

We are a collection of schools, really. It’s not just one school. We 
work for Force Readiness Command. The Coast Guard has several 
training centers.  We complement the Aviation Technical Training 
Center (ATTC) Elizabeth City, NC; the Aviation Training Center 
(ATC) Mobile, AL; TRACEN Yorktown, VA; and Training Center 
Cape May, N.J.  Cape May is our boot camp.  Yorktown provides 
the training for seven ratings, and we have seven ratings. ATTC 
has three ratings. We also have the Maritime Law Enforcement 
Academy down in Charleston, South Carolina, where they train our 
maritime enforcement specialists. One third of the Coast Guard 
ratings train here, the only major training center on the West Coast.  
We have Store Keepers; Yeomen; Health Services Technicians; 
Culinary Specialists; Electronics Technicians; Information System 
Technicians; and the Operations Specialists. We have those A 
Schools here, plus any of the C Schools that go along with those.  
We teach advanced repair courses for our CIC and bridge 
systems; and we have a System Manager Course for any of the 
ITs who are going to manage a network on a ship or a small boat 
station.  If you’re going to be an independent duty corpsman, or 
an independent duty Food Service Officer, you’re going to come 
to a C School here.  We also host the Chief Petty Officer Academy 
here.  They belong to the Leadership Development Center in New 
London, CT. So, this is not just a “school” – it’s a collection of schools 
under the Training Center umbrella. 

How many people come to your Senior Enlisted Academy?

That’s about 800 people a year.  We convene about 11 four-
week classes per year, with about 70 in each class.  There are 
some Reserves that go through for a two-week course that would 
complement that.

How many A-school graduates do you have each year?

We have between 700 and 900 A-School graduates a year, 
depending on loading.  We have about 2,500 C-School graduates.  
The A schools teach the basic knowledge for the rating, and the 
C-Schools get into specific systems.  So, if you go to ET School, 
you’re going to come back here at some point to get a C-School 
on a specific radio, radar, or a system for your ship.  That’s why 
the C-School ends up having a larger number.  

Tell me about the base.

It’s kind of a little town out here. We have 127 housing units on 
the base; a fire department; police department; chapel; gym; 
theater; and all the things that we need to take care of our people 
and do our mission. 

Why Petaluma?  This isn’t on the water. 

Back in the 1970s, the Coast Guard had outgrown our base on 
Governors’ Island and were looking for a new location for a 
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training facility.  At the same time the Army was trying to get rid 
of this communications station they had since World War II.  The 
Security Agency came here in 1942 and built a field station to 
monitor Japanese communications.  We liked it because we didn’t 
have a training center on the West Coast, and it had a lot of room 
where we could grow, if needed. 

How do your students get here?

They can fly into San Francisco or Oakland and take a bus up to 
Petaluma.  It may seem out of the way, but our schools at Yorktown 
or Elizabeth City are also some distance from an airport.  Yorktown 
isn’t too far from Portsmouth, where the Coast Guard has a lot going 
on.  You don’t fly into Cape May--you fly into Philadelphia and drive 
an hour and a half.  And we’re not too far from Alameda, which is 
also a big Coast Guard base.  It’s a little bit off the beaten path, but 
a lot of Coast Guard places are off the beaten path.  One of the 
retention challenges in the Coast Guard is dual-military families and 
being co-located.  And this makes for a good spot for that, where you 
have a lot of people in Alameda and a lot of people up here. We 
don’t have a problem finding people who want to go to Petaluma.  
Five of the six ratings in the Coast Guard that have a double-digit 
percentage of women, are here. The cooks, corpsmen, storekeepers, 
yeomen, and OSs' have greater than 10 percent female, so when 
you’re trying to do family co-locations, this makes for a good spot for 
a lot of dual military families.

CAPT Paul Flynn, USCG 
Commanding Officer
U.S. Coast Guard Training Center Petaluma

You’re surrounded by cattle ranches in rolling hills right near 
Sonoma’s wine country.  It’s almost idyllic to be out here.

It’s a nice spot. It certainly has its challenges.  It’s an expensive 
area to live. But you have some benefits that maybe other locations 
don’t have. It shakes out in the end.

How do you get along with your neighbors here in the 
community?

There’s been a military facility here for many years.  This area is 
known as Two Rock.  More than half of the students at the local 
Two Rock elementary school are Coast Guard kids.  Even though 
the base today is called Training Center Petaluma, the local 
people in Sonoma County call it the Coast Guard station at Two 
Rock.  Even the Army called it “Two Rock Ranch Station.”   Today 
we have a great relationship with our neighbors.  Petaluma has a 
huge Veterans Day parade every year, and our color guard and 
Coast Guard platoon leads the parade marching every year.  It’s 
wonderful to see all the veterans, because we’re the only military 
base in Sonoma County.  Having that kind of link back to the 
military is really amazing to see.  There are a couple of WWII 
vets still around, and a lot of Korean and Vietnam vets, and they’ll 
be lining the streets with their hats, standing up for the flag when it 
goes by. It’s really cool to be a part of that. But what’s even more 
amazing is after we’re across the finish line of the parade, and 
we’re watching the rest of the groups, I see so many of our Coast 
Guard people and their families who are with the Little League, 
gymnastics, or the Boy Scouts, or some other organization in town. 
Even though we have 127 housing units here, that’s nowhere near 
as many people as work here--many of them live in Petaluma, 
Santa Rosa, Sebastopol and the little towns around here. 

If you could wave a magic wand, is there anything that you 
would like to see improved or changed?

One would be the galley training facility.  One of our training 
facilities was the original Army galley where they fed the soldiers 
in the late 40s. It’s small. And to try to fit 16 or 18 students in 
there… is tight. It would be good to have something more modern 
and spacious where learning may be a little bit conducive.  I’d also 
like to improve the wireless infrastructure and habitability of our 

PETALUMA, Calif. - An aerial photograph of Coast Guard Training Center 
Petaluma, the enlisted school for the service's food service specialists, 
health service technicians, storekeepers, yeomen, information technicians, 
electronics technicians, and operations specialists. Located in Sonoma 
County, Calif., the TRACEN is also home to the Coast Guard Leadership 
Development Center's Chief Petty Officer Academy. U.S. Coast Guard 
photo.
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C-school barracks and bring it up to 21st century kind of standards 
because I think that that has an impact on professionalism, and the 
way our people approach their careers.  People get “re-blued” here.

Re-Blued?

At a lot of our outlying units, we have people who are pretty much on 
their own.  Maybe they aren’t always paying attention to how sharp 
their uniform looks, or maybe they don’t polish their boots every day.  
The school re-orients students back to the basics.  They get back in 
touch with the core values, customs, courtesies and traditions of the 
service.  People are a little more aware of their military bearing 
and their appearance.  We make sure the grounds look nice.  It’s 
a different environment, with an emphasis on professionalism. And 
I think that has a big impact on the culture at the units when the 
students go back. They remember what they were called to do. I call 
it “re-blueing.”  And that’s one reason we want to make this place the 
best possible environment for them to study and learn.

It also sends a message, maybe, that this is what the Coast Guard 
thinks of them. 

It absolutely does. It changes the mentality, I think, a little bit. And 
that can go a long way when we surround our students and staff with 
a professional environment.  People step up their game and live up 
to that standard.

You also have new accessions.  So, you are helping them 
understand the Coast Guard.

Right.  We see people coming from boot camp, and we’re turning 
them into petty officers.  We want to give them that same professional 
environment. Having the A-School students and C-School students 
together is a great opportunity to re-orient everybody to what the 
standard is, and to what they can achieve, rather than settle for 
something less.

I had the opportunity to visit some incredible simulators here 
today.  How would you put the value of that training?

The simulators can put a crew member, who has a role on the bridge 
or  in CIC – the things that are going to make the mission go –in an 
environment where they can replicate the scenarios they may face 
at sea, over and over until we have really good teamwork. When 
you’re at sea, you can’t create those situations for practice.  You 
can’t rehearse going in or out of Dutch Harbor or Kodiak, Alaska, 
in the fog many times. If a ship has been in the yards, and a lot of 

TRACEN Petaluma's full mission bridge simulator trains watchstanders in a 
variety of ports, scenarios, and degrees of complexity. U.S. Coast Guard photo.

the bridge team has changed out over that summer or the period 
of time that you were in the yard, and it’s been five months since 
you last pulled in and out of your own home port, there is a huge 
value to have that simulator, and to work your team through so it’s 
not the first time they’ve seen it, and practice it over and over. It’s 
a way to practice what the ship will or may be doing in real-time 
– and to practice it safely so that people have a good degree of 
competence and confidence.  It’s also a way of preventing people 
to become over-confident.

We can put the teams in a lot of different scenarios with levels of 
complications.  Even simple things like talking on the radio. That is 
hard to do if you’ve never done it. If you have a lot of new people 
on the bridge, and there are seven conversations from three 
different speakers, you can lose the bubble fast. The simulator can 
remind even an experienced watch-stander of how complicated 
it can be. We want to instill confidence but not over confidence.

When the simulator changes from daylight to night it becomes 
a totally different situation. 

A lot of ships don’t pull in and out of port at night. Quite often 
when you do, it’s because you have to.   So, these scenarios are 
a new experience for a lot of the students.  The important thing 
is that they learn to work as a team.  You have both the bridge 
and CIC, in separate spaces, and they can’t even see each other, 
but they’re working with each other, building that teamwork and 
that confidence in one another.  We can offer this challenging 
training in a short amount of time.  We can run seven scenarios 
in the morning. Whereas underway, depending on where you’re 
patrolling, it may take you seven weeks to get seven scenarios.

Your instructors must also be learning a lot.

The instructors have come from the fleet, and they’re going back 
to the fleet.  I think these evolutions will make them much more 
experienced and proficient when they report to their next cutter.

What’s the most gratifying part of the job?

That’s a good question. You would think that coming to Training 
Center Petaluma, it’s about making third class petty officers.  That’s 
a big part of what we do, creating those A-School graduates. But 
for me, what I enjoy seeing is the instructors, who are first class 
petty officers, being better-prepared to be chiefs, because of 
how they make that third class petty officer. So, it’s gratifying to 

TRACEN Petaluma's full mission bridge simulator trains watchstanders in a 
variety of ports, scenarios, and degrees of complexity. U.S. Coast Guard 
photo.
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see them get promoted.  There’s been quite a few E6's who have 
made E7 while I’ve been here, and I’ve seen them go through the 
chiefs academy, I’ve seen them go through chiefs call to initiation, 
I’ve seen them going from being a movie theater watch stander or a 
gym watch stander, to being the Officer of the Day, and watch them 
growing into that role.

Those watches are leadership opportunities.

I had an E6 who was concerned that he was falling behind his peer 
group in his rating – he was a storekeeper – because he wasn’t doing 
storekeeper stuff.  He thought, “I’m falling behind as an SK1 because 
I’m teaching people to be an SK3.” I said, “Yeah, maybe a little 
bit. But you’re smart enough to pick that stuff up and you can stay 
familiar with it here if you want to. They should be worried about 
falling behind you in terms of leadership capacity.” The E6 standing 
watch running the base theater is managing students who are making 
the popcorn and selling the Milk Duds, the tickets, and counting the 
money.  But he or she is also interacting with those students in an 
environment outside the classroom, and usually it is with students who 
aren’t in your school house, and it’s a neat opportunity to observe 
those students in a different setting and to provide a different type 
of mentorship or counsel. 

Our base OOD is always a chief.  It’s just an incredible leadership 
opportunity for them. They learn a lot about themselves and others.  
It’s easy for an E6 or an E7 to be content within their shop, or their 
division, and do storekeeper things and work with storekeepers and 
maybe dabble with others on occasion when they have to. But the 
way it’s set up here, they have to develop relationships with those 
other ratings. That’s what’s going to make them better chiefs one day.  
That’s what’s going to make those chiefs better master chiefs one 
day, and to be a command master chief somewhere, because they 
worked with other ratings, they know what other peoples’ concerns 
are, they know to seek some perspective before they go throwing 
their opinion around.  That’s what I’ve enjoyed over two years, is 
seeing those senior enlisted and junior officers grow, get promoted, 
and go on to some other really cool job. 

TRACEN Petaluma's full mission bridge simulator trains watchstanders in a 
variety of ports, scenarios, and degrees of complexity. U.S. Coast Guard photo.

What can you tell me about your ship, your crew, and your 
mission, and what’s unique and unusual about it?

USS Lewis B. Puller is a commercial Alaska-class tanker converted 
to a US Navy warship. It has the established hull, mechanical 
and electrical systems that NASSCO designed and built for 
some years, until the Navy decided that it could use this level 
of capability to provide an afloat forward-staging base (AFSB) 
as required around the world.  In our case, USS Lewis B. Puller is 
providing the AFSB requirement for 5th Fleet, a role previously 
performed by the interim AFSB, USS Ponce.  Puller has a hybrid of 
civilian mariners and Navy sailors. The civilian mariners perform 
the navigation and engineering functions to get the ship anywhere 
the Navy needs it to go to execute its mission.

Of those Sailors, what rates and specialties do you have? 

My navy MILCREW is comprised of Sailors able to support 
embarked forces.  As our generic role is to support mission 
aircraft or boats, we have a large aviation department.  We 
have aviation boatswain’s mates, including handlers and refueling 
specialists (ABHs and ABFs) and aviation support equipment 
technicians (ASs).  Deck Division is manned with boatswain’s mates 
(BMs) and undesignated seamen who work hand in hand with the 
deck CIVMARs.  Combat Systems Department includes a weapons 
component of gunner’s mates (GMs) and aviation ordnance men 
(AOs) as well as the Sailors in a standard comms shack, including 
information technology specialists (ITs) and electronics technicians 
(ETs).  The Supply Department is very similar in size and ratings of 
a destroyer, with culinary specialists (CSs), Logistics Specialists (LSs) 
and Ships Servicemen (SHs).    There is also a small engineering 
component of damage controlmen (DCs) and machinist’s mates 
(MMs), to maintain the engineering systems in our part of the ship 
where our warfighting capability resides.  

Essentially, the Navy MILCREW occupies the forward part of the 
ship, and the CIVMARs are in the after (should this be aft) part 
of the ship. Up forward we have the ability to berth 250 people; 
we have the hanger itself; and then planning and operations 
spaces that embarked forces would use. In those spaces, my 
team will work together with the CIVMARs for engineering work.  
For example, I have a single electrician (EM), who maintains the 
lighting systems on the flight deck.   As much as we think that lights 
are a small deal, the flight deck lights are a big deal.  We have 
two separate repair lockers: one which is manned by CIVMARs; 
one which is manned by my sailors; and together they balance 
together to respond to any casualty. The Damage Control Officer 
of the ship is the chief mate who, is a CIVMAR. 

You mentioned weapons.  What do you have?

We have 50 caliber and M240 machine guns, and MK 19 40 mm 
grenade launchers.  I have an embarked security team on board 

New Type of Ship, Crew — Unique ESB 
Provides Viable, Deployable Capabil-
ity
An Interview with CAPT Joe Femino, USN 
USS Lewis B Puller (ESB 3)

BY CAPT EDWARD LUNDQUIST, USN (RET)
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which is provided for me by CTG 56.11, with 10 watch standers, 
who basically will man my 24/7 steady state, weapons.  If we have 
heightened requirement for security, then MILCREW Sailors augment 
by manning additional mounts.

In your concept of operations, would you have additional assets 
providing security for you if you were going to be operating in a 
more contested area, like a DDG or a PC?

Yes.  We’re designed to operate in a benign environment.  If the 
threat was increased, we would be provided layered defense by 
other assets.

Do you work with the PCs and WPBs?

I have worked with both the WPBs and the PCs quite extensively--a 
little bit more on last deployment than on this deployment—especially 
when we are in the Arabian Gulf.  The PCs are unbelievable. Both 
the PCs and the WPBs are commanded by hardened, spectacular, 
officers who want to do defense and who really and truly understand 
the daily interactions that we have here in 5th Fleet. 

So, they can support you, and I assume you can support them.

My ability to assist them might be holding RHIBs on board, or a Coast 
Guard MSRT or LEDETs, or any other boarding capability onboard 
my ship.  This support allows a PC or WPB to actually execute 
boarding operations with these forces which I provide them. I have 
plenty of berthing and can carry extra ammunition for them as well.

CAPT Joe Femino, USN 
USS Lewis B Puller (ESB 3)

Do you carry unmanned aircraft?  

I have a Scan Eagle package.  The Boeing Insitu ScanEagle is an 
extended-range UAV with about a 6-foot wingspan that has the 
ability to stay airborne over 12 hours.  We have contractors who 
operate and maintain the system.  As we have multiple aircraft, 
we can provide a persistent presence when required.

This is a new class of ship, and you are the very first to deploy, 
or at least one of the first.  Are you “writing the book” right now 
on the CONOPS, what’s the “art of the possible” of what this 
ship can do and how it can help the combatant commander?

That’s what I like to think we’ve been doing. We’ve really been 
trying to flex everything and look at the problem sets from the 
bridge wing and the flight deck of the ship, to really grasp what’s 
in the “art of possible.” So, I think we’ve made some very good 
inputs to both the TYCOMs and the operational commanders as 
far as what we could do. It’s important to understand how big it is.  
The flight deck is not connected to the back part of the ship. There 
are two bridges which are on moveable pads so that they can 
flex as the ship flexes. Even across the flight deck, there are gaps 
which have flaps covering them that allows the ship to flex. That’s 
how big it is.  When you go forward to the forecastle of the ship, 
there are only two bridges connecting the mission house where my 
sailors live, to the forecastle. We have some areas where we’d like 
to see some access ramps to get from the focsle to the deckhouse.  
But we are commercially-built with an ABS certificate of inspection, 
so any alterations needs to be approved by ABS.

Let’s talk a little bit about adaptive force packages. Are you 
capable of taking on flexible capability that could be delivered 
in a modular way?

I would go significantly further than that.  Whatever exactly an 
adaptive force package is supposed to mean, we can just take 
anything that people want to send on.  I have 30 spots where I 
can put CONEX boxes (referred to as 20-foot equivalent units or 
TEUs), and I can bring anything on that works, or that people want 
to experiment with.  I can be flexible, and eventually agile as far 
as what things we would put on board the ship.

We support the MCM mission with anything they need.  We can 
bring their sonar system, MK105 sleds for magnetic and acoustic 
mine hunting, and their mechanical mine hunting gear. There’s 
plenty of room to put everything where it needs to go.

MCM is a primary mission.  What about AFPs for those non-
standard missions?

You’re right.  We moved forward because the combatant 
commander needed a platform to be able to host Airborne MCM 
capabilities. We can also support special operations forces (SOF), 
and that can mean many things.  We can support all kinds of SOF 
aircraft and watercraft. I can support whatever a commander 
needs.

So, with all this room and capability, what have you, your 
crew, or your customers thought about when you say, “Hey, 
why not?”

I can bring SOF on board with their boats and with their operators, 
and I can execute from anywhere. I could bring a Marine Corps 
FAS platoon on with helicopters that could insert forces somewhere, 
like an embassy at risk.  We can support boarding with boarding 
teams of all different flavors, even foreign boarding teams.  The 
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STRAIT OF HORMUZ (Oct. 22, 2018) The expeditionary mobile base 
platform ship USS Lewis B. Puller (ESB 3) transits the Strait of Hormuz, Oct. 
22, 2018. Puller is deployed to the U.S. 5th Fleet area of operations in 
support of naval operations to ensure maritime stability and security in the 
Central Region, connecting the Mediterranean and the Pacific through the 
western Indian Ocean and three strategic choke points. (U.S. Navy photo 
by Mass Communication Specialists 3rd Class Jonathan Clay)

U.S. 5TH FLEET AREA OF OPERATIONS (Oct. 20, 2018) Sailors remove 
chocks from an MH-60R Sea Hawk helicopter, assigned to the "Vipers" 
of Helicopter Maritime Strike Squadron (HSM) 48, on the flight deck of 
the expeditionary mobile base platform ship USS Lewis B. Puller (ESB 3), 
Oct. 20, 2018. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 3rd 
Class Jonathan Clay)

U.S. 5TH FLEET AREA OF OPERATIONS (Oct. 9, 2018) An MH-60R Sea 
Hawk helicopter assigned to the Vipers of Helicopter Maritime Strike 
Squadron (HSM) 48 attached to the guided-missile destroyer USS Jason 
Dunham (DDG 109), delivers a pallet of supplies to the expeditionary 
mobile base platform ship USS Lewis B. Puller (ESB 3) during a vertical 
replenishment-at-sea with the fleet replenishment oiler USNS Henry J. 
Kaiser (T-AO 187). (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 
3rd Class Jonathan Clay)

Coast Guard is unbelievable, they have their international training 
teams and they do international engagement. 

You could have a series of theater security cooperation events, 
like Obangame Express or Pacific Partnership where you go from 
country to country supporting communities and doing mil-to-
mil cooperation.  You could enable countries to conduct fisheries 
patrols while you’re passing through their waters, enabling 
them to embark aircraft or insertion teams and go and conduct 
operations at some distance from where they would normally be 
able to operate from. It seems to me it would be a perfect platform 
for something like that. There are a lot of things you could do that 
are not traditional surface combatant war fighting.  

My answers have been CENTCOM specific, but we definitely have 
the ability to provide support just about anywhere.   We have a 
range of 9,500 miles. We have the ability to sustain ourselves.  We 
could embark humanitarian supplies and have them on board to 
deliver them to the site of a disaster on very short notice.

Will the Navy build additional ESBs?

The first two ships were completed as expeditionary transfer docks 
-- ESDs.  The next three were built as ESBs—that’s 3, 4 and 5.   We 
expect to see funding for 6 and 7, and we expect that 8 will be 
authorized.  These will all be ESBs.  Within the next eight years, we’ll 
have 6 of these ships all over the world, operating for different 
combatant commanders, and providing assistance and engagement 
wherever we need to be.

What kind of medical capability do you have?

I carry an independent duty corpsman (IDC), but we have the ability 
to be augmented by a casualty response medical team.  When 
we embarked the capability of an ERSS last deployment, they 
had capability to set up two triage spots and two operating spots 
onboard.   We were designed with a plan to carry three medical 
TEUs that would provide us the capability to do Role 2 receiving and 
treatment.

You have a blue and gold crew.  Where does the off crew reside?

We live in Norfolk, at the Norfolk Naval Base. While we are home, 
it’s reset time.  The Sailors get some time off, and work on maintaining 
their qualifications and updating their training.  We can train at a 
variety of locations, such as NAS Oceana where they can do fueling 
operations, or Fentress Naval Auxiliary Landing Field in Chesapeake, 
Virginia, where they can train with yellow gear and other things like 
that. The Air Team attends an Aviation Team Trainer for firefighting in 
Pensacola. I recognize that this is their time to be at home, so I work to 
not keep them away any more than necessary.  They know that, come 
four and a half months later we’re going to jump back on airplanes 
and go back for another five months.  My sailors generally find that 
when they’re in Norfolk, their lives are very good, they’re with their 
families, they’re able to do the things that they need to do, but we 
also then have the fulfilling side of when we’re out operating, we’re 
working with the best forces in the world on a regular basis, and so 
it’s great. 

What would you to say to someone interested in serving on an 
ESB?

My answer would be, “Every day and twice on Sundays.”  The 
answer would be “yes.”  Let’s talk about the Sailors.  They provide 
an incredible capability for our ability to execute. They are ready 
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to respond – they know that their job is to receive whatever comes 
over the horizon, be able to set them down, set them up, and get them 
ready to execute, whatever missions they need to do. So, my sailors 
are ready with that all the time. Wehave berthing ready to go.  We 
have room on the mess decks and the galley is ready to go.  The guys 
in the aviation world, the air deck, as well as the deck guys, ready to 
receive whatever comes to us. It’s extremely fulfilling.

Are there other ESBs with blue and gold crews?

The next one is Herschel Woody Williams, its number 4. They’ve stood 
up the crew and will establish both blue and gold crews.   When they 
deploy, they’ll go to Europe and be EUCOM/AFRICOM assets.  

How does it handle?

We think 79,000 tons is a giant ship.  But as a tanker, it was designed 
to draw 18 meters and weigh 185 thousand metric tons.  So, the ship’s 
propulsion system -- the propellers and the rudders – are designed 
to push a ship that’s twice as heavy. It’s not fast, but it’s far nimbler 
than you would think when you realize how large it is.   We just did 
a RAS (replenishment at sea) with USNS Alan Shepard and we were 
able to smartly drive ourselves into station alongside.  

Can you UNREP?

I have only the ability to receive fuel via one station on the starboard 
side. I do not have the ability to give fuel.  Because our propulsion 
system is slow to respond, we will be the guide during alongside 
refueling.  We are also not capable to receive stores by CONREP 
(connected replenishment).  The way that we receive stores is via 
VERTREP, and the team is very effective at it.  We have all the yellow 
gear, so we move things rapidly. If the delivering ship doesn’t have 
a helicopter, then I have to find a helicopter to do a VERTREP.  The 
MH-53Es we can carry are not designed to do low-end vert-reps. 

Tell me about the hybrid crew of military and CIVMARs.

This is a fabulous opportunity to work with civilian mariners. What 
is incredible about them is that they are at sea all their lives.  They 
are licensed mariners, so we have a very professional bridge watch 
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STRAIT OF HORMUZ (Oct. 22, 2018) The expeditionary mobile base platform 
ship USS Lewis B. Puller (ESB 3) transits the Strait of Hormuz, Oct. 22, 2018. 
(U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialists 3rd Class Jonathan Clay)

team, and a very capable way to execute missions. I don’t need 
to train them or question them.  Unlike a Navy ship with a lot of 
people on watch, Lewis B. Puller has three mates on watch for 
their 24-hour rotation in 4-hour blocks. Three. That’s it. There are 
two people on the bridge for daytime watches—the mate and an 
able-bodied seaman (AB).  At night there’s the mate and two ABs.  
They are extremely good at using their systems, such as their ARPA 
(automatic radar plotting aid), and ECDIS (electronic chart display 
and information system)– and doing things themselves.  If I’m not 
on the bridge, because we’re launching aircraft or recovering 
boats, I have tremendous faith in the master’s capability to 
execute safe navigation and moving us from Point A to B.  We are 
an extraordinarily small crew for what we do. I have five officers 
in my ward room, and that includes me. We are able to execute 
our mission, but we’re just a smaller organization.  

The ship is great. The takeaway really is that this is a viable, 
deployable capability that the Navy and the SWO community 
can provide, to geographic combatant commanders.

USS Lewis B Puller (ESB-3) conducts a ship self defense exercise in C5F AOR 
exercising ship and Embarked Security Intelligence Team (ESIT) personnel 
firing M240 weapons from the bridgewing. 

The hybrid crew of USS Lewis B Puller (ESB-3) comprised of Military 
Crew and Embarked Sailors, Civilian Mariners and mission contractors 
commemorate a 60-day Voyage Restricted Availability at Jebel Ali Port, 
UAE below the lurking bow of this 80,000 ton warship.
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The Navy’s Design for Maintaining Maritime Superiority 2.0 (Design 
2.0) is clear: the U.S. Navy must be ready to conduct prompt and 
sustained combat incident to operations at sea. Design 2.0 also calls 
for “Deepening integration with our natural partner, the U.S. Marine 
Corps.” The Navy-Marine Corps team has risen to this challenge 
by being proactive in exploring new technologies to increase the 
lethality of the nation’s expeditionary assault forces in a series of 
exercises, experiments and demonstrations. 

While major recent exercises such as Bold Alligator and a series of 
Advanced Naval Technology Exercise (ANTX) events have looked at 
a wide-range of technologies that could make expeditionary assault 
forces more lethal, agile and survivable, others have looked at more 
discrete missions conducted by the Navy-Marine Corps team. 

One recent exercise, the INDOPACOM Joint Exercise Valiant Shield 
2018, overseen by Commander Marine Forces Pacific (MARFORPAC) 
and conducted on the Marianas Island Range Complex, as well 
as on the island of Guam, looked to use emerging technology to 
support Marines on the beachhead during this critical juncture of 
any amphibious assault. To this end, a significant part of this exercise 
focused on logistics.

While logistics may not stir a great deal of passion among Navy 
and Marine Corps warfighters, one doesn’t need to be a historian 
to understand the importance of logistics to warfare over many 
millennia. From Alexander the Great, who noted, "My logisticians 
are a humorless lot ... they know if my campaign fails, they are 
the first ones I will slay," to Captain Alfred Thayer Mahan, who 
said, "Logistics are as vital to military success as daily food is to 
daily work," to Lieutenant General Fredrick Franks, USA, 7th Corps 
Commander during Desert Storm, who noted, "Forget logistics, you 
lose," to many others  Successful military leaders know the value of 
logistics.

Leveraging Off-the-Shelf USV Technol-
ogy to Support Navy Expeditionary and 
Amphibious Forces
BY U.H. (JACK) ROWLEY, LCDR, USN (RET)

Chief Technology Officer (CTO) 
Maritime Tactical Systems, Inc.

If my five years working closely with the amphibious assault Navy 
taught me anything, it is that while many functions are important in 
an amphibious assault, once the assault is underway and Marines 
are on the beach, logistics is the critical factor in ensuring their 
success. The operation will succeed only if the Marines are able 
to have rapid, reliable and continuous resupply. Marines in the 
fight use enormous quantities of ammunition, fuel, food, and other 
material as they attempt to move off the beachhead and inland.

Using manned naval craft to do this mission puts operators and 
vessels at unnecessary risk of concentrated enemy fire, as well 
from near-shore obstacles and mines that were not cleared prior 
to the assault phase. Additionally, using scarce manned craft 
to perform this mission takes them away from more vital roles. 
That is why this major Navy-Marine Corps amphibious exercise 
evaluated the ability of unmanned surface vehicles to conduct this 
resupply mission.

During Valiant Shield 2018, MARFORPAC used USVs to resupply 
the landing force. The expeditionary force commander used a 
catamaran style hull, 12-foot MANTAS USV, made by Maritime 
Tactical Systems, Inc., to provide rapid ship-to-shore logistics 
resupply.  While this small, autonomously operated, USV carried 
only one hundred and twenty pounds of cargo, the proof-of-
concept worked and successfully demonstrated that unmanned 
surface vehicles could safely and effectively resupply troops 
ashore.

Using unmanned vehicles either directly controlled by operators, or 
programmed to follow a prescribed course and speed, could be 
a game-changer for expeditionary assault forces.  Beyond taking 
operators out of harm’s way, using USVs for this mission will free 
manned craft for other missions. Additionally, having a continuous, 
preprogrammed, logistics resupply process to perform one of the 

T12 w SeaFLIR - Loiter ISR

MANTAS Open Ocean Ops



“dull, dirty and dangerous” functions important in an amphibious 
assault, frees the commander from one less thing to worry about in 
the chaotic environment of an amphibious operation.

Resupply in 120-pound increments is far less than is required to 
provide what is needed by the Marines on the beach. For a warfare 
area that thinks in terms of “cube” (how much Marine Corps assault 
material can be crammed into an amphibious ship), “more” is always 
better.

A USV such as MANTAS can be scalable. Larger proof-of-concept 
unmanned surface vehicles are being developed to advance the 
state of the art in unmanned autonomous logistics support, such as 
the 38-foot MANTAS (T38).  This larger USV will have a cruise speed 
of 25 knots with a burst speed of 80 knots, weighs 6,500 pounds, 
and draws just 18 inches of draft, with the ability to carry a payload 
up to 4,500 pounds. 

Speaking at the 2019 SNA Symposium, Rear Admiral Ronald Boxall, 
Director, Surface Warfare (N96) called for the Navy to use unmanned 
systems to better distribute its capabilities. In his keynote address at 
that same event, Commander, Naval Surface Forces, Vice Admiral 
Richard Brown called for a renewed focus on experimentation. 
Continuing the current initiatives to experiment with USVs to rapidly 
and reliably resupply the amphibious Marines ashore fulfills both 
these objectives.
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MANTAS Operator View

Two T12 on deck waiting to be launched
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Terrell Edwin Horne III was born in Mountain View, California, on 
Oct. 26, 1978. He attended Patterson High School in Patterson, 
California, and enlisted in the U.S. Coast Guard on Feb. 2, 1999.

Through his career, Terrell Horne, a boatswain’s mate, served at 
Coast Guard search and rescue Stations Emerald Isle, SC, Humboldt 
Bay, CA, and Charleston, SC, and also served aboard Coast Guard 
Cutter Dallas. He earned two Coast Guard Achievement Medals, 
qualified for the boat forces operational insignia and the cutterman’s 
insignia and rose to the rank of Chief Petty Officer.

On the night of Dec. 2, 2012, Horne was serving as the Executive Petty 
Officer (second in command) aboard Coast Guard Cutter Halibut, an 
87’ patrol boat operating out of Marina Del Rey, California at sea 
on patrol. He died from injuries sustained. As the senior boarding 
officer, he was conducting a maritime law enforcement boarding off 
the California coast.

The Halibut had stopped and was preparing to board a “panga”-
type vessel suspected of narcotics smuggling after it was detected 
by a Coast Guard maritime patrol aircraft. When Halibut’s small 
boat approached to conduct the boarding, the suspected drug-
laden vessel maneuvered at a high rate of speed aiming directly 
towards the Halibut’s intercepting small boat, carrying the boarding 
team, and struck it before fleeing the scene.

At the last minute, realizing the panga was intent on ramming the 
Coast Guard small boat, and to try to protect his shipmates, BMC 

A Piece of Coast Guard History
BMCS Terrell E. Horne, USCG: The Embodiment of 
Honor, Respect and Devotion to Duty

BY CDR JOHN D. HOOPER, USCG (RET)

Horne pushed the other boarding team members away from the 
collision impact area.  Despite this effort, during the collision he 
and one other crewmember went overboard. Injured, both were 
immediately recovered.

While the other crew members had minor injuries, it was apparent 
that Horne had sustained a traumatic head injury. Cutter Halibut’s 
crew quickly recovered the small boat and boarding team and 
immediately administered first aid. Halibut returned to port 
where emergency medical service units pronounced Chief Horne 
deceased.

Coast Guard assets later successfully interdicted the fleeing 
suspected drug-laden vessel, boarded it, and detained two 
suspects.

BMC Terrell Horne III stood the watch on the front lines of Coast 
Guard operations throughout his nearly 14 years of active duty. 
Throughout his Coast Guard service, his professionalism, courage 
and devotion to Duty, like those before him, ensured that the Coast 
Guard is always ready to answer the nation’s call.    For his heroic 
actions BMC Terrell Horne III was posthumously promoted to senior 
chief petty officer.

The author wishes to express his appreciation for the assistance of 
Mr. Christopher Havern, of the CG Headquarters Historian’s Office, 
for the research on this article. 

BMC Terrell E. Horne, USCG

The new 155' Fast Response Cutter "Terrell E. Horne"

USCGC ”Halibut”

The Coast Guard commissions the brand new 155' cutter 'Terrell E. Horne', 
on Friday, 22 March, at its new homeport in Los Angeles, CA.
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31st Annual National Symposium Highlights

N E W  L I F E  M E M B E R S

Arthur Divens  

CAPT Elliott Donald USN 

Dave Esty  

Dean Gehr  

CWO4 Martin Golden USN (Ret)

Edward Hatchell  

Paul Hertel  

CAPT Jeremy Hill USN 

LCDR James Hostetler USN 

CAPT William Hughes USN (Ret)

CMDCS David Hyatt USN 

CAPT Frank Linkous USN (Ret)

CPO Ron Mack USN (Ret)

BMC Kirstin MacLean USCG 

Michael Schoep  

Dr. Nita Shattuck  

CAPT Anthony Simmons USN (Ret)

Steven Sloan  

LT John Smith USN 

CAPT Scott Smith USCG 

RADM Ray Spicer USN (Ret)

Dr. Charles Stuppard  

CAPT Scott Sundt USN (Ret)

CAPT Michael Trent USN (Ret)

CAPT Joseph Walsh USN (Ret)

William Weinberg  

CAPT John Wilshusen USN 

CAPT James Wiltraut USN

CAPT Moira McCarthy USN 

LCDR Michael McInerney USN 

STG3 Terry Miller USN (Ret)

Vago Muradian  

CAPT Robert Nowakowski USN 

CAPT David Oden USN 

RADM John Orzalli USN (Ret)

LTJG Benjamin Paddock USN 

CDR Jennifer Pontius USN 

Michael Quarg  

CAPT Jeffery Reidel USN (Ret)

CAPT Charles Salsman USN (Ret)

ENS Christopher Sarao USN 

CAPT Douglas Sasse USNR 

CDR Michael Barclift USN (Ret)

CDR John Benda USN 

Ronald Bendy  

CAPT Kenneth Blackmon USN 

Pamela Braden  

LCDR Philip Browning USN (Ret)

CAPT Larry Burrill USN (Ret)

CAPT Shan Byrne USN (Ret)

CAPT Richard Callas USN (Ret)

Kevin Cantrell  

CAPT James Cash USCG (Ret)

LT Christopher Cheng USN 

LCDR Kelly Craft USN 

Carol Davis  

Find us and stay up to date with the lastest news and events!
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2018 Award Winners
The Surface Navy Association maintains a dynamic awards program to recognize our Sailors, Cuttermen, Dependents, and Civilian 
supporters through a wide spectrum of opportunities to include monetary and recognition awards at our annual Symposium. These 
awards help us to highlight some of our most talented members of SNA and our community whose achievements, in a variety of pursuits, 
have warranted individual recognition for their contribution to the legacy of Surface Warriors and Cuttermen. These individuals are not 
the complete list of those worthy of such recognition. They, in a sense, are representative of all of our heroes, past and present, who 
have served their Navy, Coast Guard and their nation in the surface ships and cutters that protect our Country. These awardees have 
distinguished themselves as being exceptionally worthy representatives of that larger list, and exemplify the high standards that we 
admire in our Surface Warriors and Cuttermen.

Photo Award 1st Place - Operations Photo Award 1st Place - Personal Interest

Photo Award Grand Prize Winner
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Admiral Zumwalt Award Winners
IC1 (SW/AW) JACKIE MADDOX, USS SENTRY (MCM 3) - Petty Officer Maddox is the ultimate package; a technical expert, professional 
Sailor, and visionary leader! A leader among his peers, he currently serves as Vice President of the 1st Class Petty Officer’s Association. 
IC1 Maddox was nominated by his peers, having a positive impact on many.   “His devotion to duty and genuine care for the Sailors of our 
command is unparalleled. The deference and respect shown to Petty Officer Maddox goes beyond his rank. The Sailors of USS SENTRY 
know that IC1 is the standard for the Navy’s visionary leadership and he deserves the Admiral Zumwalt Award.”

LCDR JASON HIPP, USS HOWARD (DDG 83) - LCDR Hipp is the epitome of the ideals Admiral Zumwalt promoted, and there is no better 
choice for the recognition this award affords.  LCDR Hipp has served as the Weapons Officer, Combat Systems Officer and Senior Watch 
Officer.  He has been the driving force behind HOWARD’s operational success, and a major contributor to the high morale of the ship’s 
crew.  His Commanding Officer states, “He was the Officer I trusted implicitly to know the Battle Orders and be prepared to defend the 
ship without further guidance.  He has brilliantly prepared the ship and crew for changes being performed on HOWARD during the most 
complicated Destroyer Modernization Period ever performed on the West Coast.   LCDR Hipp embodies the qualities which this award was 
created to recognize.  I can think of no more worthy individual for the recognition afforded by the Admiral Zumwalt Award for Visionary 
Leadership.”

Admiral Arleigh Burke Award Winners
LT ROGER ROBITAILLE, USN - USS MONTEREY (CG 61) - A recognized leader in the wardroom, chief’s mess and on the deck plates, LT 
Robitaille breeds excellence and builds confidence across the entire ship. He flawlessly managed 1.5 million dollars in corrective repairs to 
restore our full warfighting capability. He is the Commanding Officer’s most trusted tactical action officer, ensuring a seamless integration 
into the Theodore Roosevelt Strike Group.  His knowledge, expertise and guidance ensured that every combat watch was adequately 
prepared to support on-demand strike operations.  The leadership and foresight of LT Robitaille was critical in the ship’s ability to surge 
deploy and fill the BMD gap in CENTCOM with a 48-day notice after the tragedies on the USS FITZGERALD and USS JOHN MCCAIN. 
“He is the best our community has to offer and deserves this prestigious honor.”

LCDR CRAIG MACDONALD, USN – USS ESSEX (LHD 2) – A Sea Combat Commander (SCC) lead planner and recognized top tactical 
action officer for Essex Amphibious Ready Group (ESXARG), LCDR MacDonald led a warfare team that became the first West Coast 
ARG to qualify at T-2 rating for deployment in Undersea Warfare.  His training, execution and leadership are the reason why ESXARG 
earned the highest ARG Deployment Certification T-Rating since 2015.  As a mentor, he has created relevant and tactically challenging 
training opportunities. As a leader, he has created best practices for not only ESSEX, but all units of the ARG.  As an innovator, he enabled 
the F-35B to be seamlessly integrated with maritime warfare areas during workups and deployment; a DOD first. LCDR Mac Donald has 
proven to be the focal point for the creation of every tactical plan undertaken by ESXARG.  

CS2 (SW/AW/IW) JOAN LEE, USN – USS IWO JIMA (LHD 7) – Petty Officer Lee's dedication sets the standard and is a model for peers 
and subordinates to emulate. She is recognized as a team player, who is committed to supporting IWO JIMA's mission, welfare and 
training Sailors. As Assistant Wardroom Supervisor, Petty Officer Lee led and trained 10 Sailors and 14 Marine Messmen in all aspects 
of the Wardroom Food Service Operation, while providing 350 nutritious meals daily to over 300 Navy and Marine Corps Officers and 
Civilians.  A multi-faceted Repair Parts Petty Officer, she ensured procurement of all consumables required for IWO JIMA's deployment to 
the FIFTH and SIXTH Fleets and the TRIDENT JUNCTURE exercise. She reorganized the procedures to accurately track, research, order and 
issue over $350K in parts and supplies, improving inventory accountability with minimal losses. As a direct result, the Supply Department 
also received its third consecutive Blue "E" for Logistic Excellence. Her aggressive work ethic was the catalyst behind IWO JIMA's selection 
as "Runner Up" for the 2018 Captain Edward F. Ney Award for Food Service Excellence. Petty Officer Lee is the epitome of Sailorization!

GSE1 (SW) ROBERT CLENNEY, USN – USS O’KANE (DDG 77) - Petty Officer Robert Clenney’s technical expertise, leadership and 
determination during USS O’KANE’s Western Pacific Deployment enabled the ship to remain 'on mission' to support national tasking, when 
few Fleet alternatives could accomplish the task. His excellence and leadership were integral to the mission and in building future Sailors.  
His efforts ensured the Western Pacific logistics plan did not have to be adjusted and kept O’KANE on-station. However, recognizing 
team efforts were required to ensure operational resiliency and command success, he also spent countless hours training Sailors and 
making command wide contributions. His technical and watch standing abilities are admired throughout the command and were sought by 
personnel training for qualification. Petty Officer Robert Clenney is an excellent technician, leader, and mentor; he consistently exemplifies 
the Navy's core values and the spirit espoused by ADM Arleigh Burke.

CAPT Raymond Komorowski Photo Award Winners
BMC NELSON DOROMAL, USN - Grand Prize Winner : Sailors assigned to Coastal Riverine Squadron (CRS) 11 High Value Unit (HVU) 
Pacific Northwest, launch 34-footer Sea Arc patrol boat as it escorts a dry cargo and ammunition ship.

MC3 JONATHAN CLAY, USN - Operations Winner : The guided-missile destroyer USS Jason Dunham (DDG 109) fires it's MK-38 25mm 
machine gun to sink an unseaworthy and unmanned skiff deemed a floating navigational hazard as part of maritime security operations.

PO2 ERIN BULLOCK, USN - Personal Interest Winner : LTJG Joshua Fields, assigned to guided-missile destroyer USS Monterey (CG-61) 
kisses his wife after returning home from a seven month deployment to the U.S. 5th Fleet and U.S. 6th Fleet area of operation.
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Expert Shiphandler Award Winners
LTJG GRAHAM VICKERS, USS MOBILE BAY (CG 53) - Winner

ENS HARRISON HOLTZ, USS PHILIPPINE SEA (CG 58) - Runner Up

Hall of Fame Inductees
LIEUTENANT WILLIAM H. ALLEN, USN : 1800-1813; Commanded Brig USS Argus during War of  1812 : William Allen entered the 
U.S. Navy as a Midshipman in April 1800. While holding that rank, he served in the armed ship George Washington and the frigate 
Philadelphia. Allen was promoted to Lieutenant in February 1807 and assigned to the frigate Chesapeake, which was preparing for a 
Mediterranean Sea deployment. He distinguished himself by firing the only shot his ship was able to get off when she was overwhelmed by 
HMS Leopard in June 1807. During the early months of the War of 1812 Lieutenant Allen served in the frigate United States taking part 
in the capture of HMS Macedonian in October 1812 and commanding the prize crew that brought the latter to New York. In 1813 Allen, 
who received the rank of Commander in July of that year, captained the brig Argus during a commerce-raiding cruise into the waters 
near the British Isles. Took 19 British prizes in 31 days in British home waters, a record unmatched by any vessel in that war.  On 14 August 
1813 she fought a losing engagement with HMS Pelican in the English Channel. Mortally wounded in this action, Commander William H. 
Allen died four days later. USS Allen, of 1917-1946, was named in honor of Commander William H. Allen.

COMMODORE ELLSWORTH P. BERTHOLF, USCG (RET) : 1887-1919; Made epic journey known as the Alaska Overland Expedition : He 
entered the Revenue Cutter Service as a cadet in 1885 and graduated from the Revenue Cutter School of Instruction with the Class of 
1887. He served through all grades of the Service, on ships stationed along various parts of the coast of the United States and Alaska.  
He also became the first Revenue Cutter Service officer to graduate from the Naval War College. In 1897 he, along with First Lieutenant 
David H. Jarvis and Dr. Samuel Call, made up the relief party which made the famous overland trip in mid-winter to Point Barrow, an epic 
journey that became known as the Alaska Overland Expedition.  He was awarded a Congressional Gold Medal for this relief of over two 
hundred American whalers trapped in the ice. He went on to command the famous cutter Bear on the Bering Sea Patrol. He was appointed 
Captain-Commandant of the United States Revenue Cutter Service on 19 June 1911 and re-appointed to the same office in January 
1915 when President Woodrow Wilson merged the Revenue Cutter Service with the Life-Saving Service to form the U.S. Coast Guard, 
a merger made possible through Bertholf’s strong guidance and input. During World War I, Captain-Commandant Bertholf held the 
temporary rank of Commodore, the first officer of either the Revenue Cutter Service or Coast Guard to achieve flag rank.  He served in 
prominent leadership positions for numerous organizations related to the Arctic Region and shipping. Upon his retirement as Commandant 
of the Coast Guard on 30 June 1919, he became one of the vice presidents of the American Bureau of Shipping. He died at his residence 
on 11 November 1921 and was buried with full military honors at Arlington National Cemetery.

VICE ADMIRAL SAMUEL L. GRAVELY, JR., USN (RET) : 1942-1980; First African American Vice Admiral and U.S. Fleet Commander : Vice 
Adm. Samuel Lee Gravely, Jr. enlisted in the Navy Reserves in 1942 and was trained as a fireman apprentice. On Dec. 14, 1944, Gravely 
successfully completed midshipman training, becoming the first African American commissioned as an officer from the Navy Reserve 
Officer Training Course. His first duty assignment was at Camp Robert Smalls as the assistant battalion commander for new recruits. A 
pioneering naval officer, he began his seagoing career as a Sailor aboard PC 1264, a submarine chaser that was one of only two World 
War II experimental ships with a largely African American crew. In April 1946 he was released from active duty but remained in the Naval 
Reserve. Gravely was recalled to active duty in 1949 as part of the Navy’s response to President Truman’s executive order to desegregate 
the Armed Services.  His initial assignment was as a Navy recruiter, recruiting African Americans in the Washington, D.C. area.  Gravely 
went from recruiting Sailors to building a Navy career that lasted 38 years and included many distinguished accomplishments. He served 
in leadership roles on numerous naval vessels. Simultaneously, he paves the way for diversity in the armed services by being the first 
African American to serve in a number of command positions and ranks. These include: command of four U.S. naval warships including one 
in combat conditions; ultimately achieving the rank of Vice Admiral; and command of the U.S. 3rd Fleet.  Among Gravely’s assignments 
were tours of duty aboard the following: PC-1264, USS Iowa (BB-61), USS Toledo (CA-133) and USS Seminole (AKA-104). He served 
as executive officer and commanding officer of the USS Theodore E. Chandler (DD-717). In addition, he was the commanding officer of 
the USS Falgout (DER-324), USS Taussig (DD-746) and USS Jouett (DLG-29). His last tour of duty, before retiring in August 1980, was as 
director of the Defense Communications Agency. His awards include the Legion of Merit (2) and Bronze Star. The destroyer USS Gravely 
(DDG 107), commissioned in 2010, and the Samuel L. Gravely, Jr. Elementary School in Haymarket, VA were both named in his honor. 

MASTER CHIEF PETTY OFFICER OF THE NAVY WILLIAM H. PLACKETT, USN (RET) : 1956-1988; Sixth Master Chief  Petty Officer of  
the Navy : MCPON Plackett was the driving force behind many initiatives to improve professional development and quality of life for 
American Sailors and their families including: easily accessible training for command master chiefs, ensuring they are well-prepared for 
their leadership roles; leading women’s equal opportunity and integration throughout the force with an emphasis on eliminating sexual 
harassment; and enforcing the High Year Tenure policy, allowing Sailors upward mobility throughout the ranks. Additionally, Plackett 
and his wife Karen hosted the first spouse conference which discussed eight specific areas of concern for Navy families: the impact 
of limited family housing; the effectiveness of Family Service centers; spouse perceptions on quality of life issues; the effectiveness of 
Navy publications; internal information; spouse employment issues; the Family Advocacy Program; and overseas screening. As a result,  
OPNAVINST 1752.2, detailing the Navy’s position and guidance for operating the Family Advocacy Program was issued, establishing 
many of the programs used today. On the eve of his retirement in September 1988, MCPON Plackett was asked about the challenges he 
faced as MCPON, “The challenge as Master Chief Petty Officer of the Navy is to face that new situation, deal with each with dignity, and 
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Hopley Yeaton Award Winners
LARGE CUTTER: CGC HAMILTON - Masterfully balancing law enforcement operations in the Caribbean Sea, Eastern Pacific, and natural 
disaster response, HAMILTON seized 4,983 kilograms of cocaine, detained 19-suspected narco-traffickers, and directed post-hurricane 
response operations. The crew conducted two separate and simultaneous multi-vessel (go-fast) interdictions employing airborne use of 
force and multiple synchronized long-range cutter boat intercepts. In the middle of a major dockside availability, HAMILTON executed 
a storm-evasion sortie ahead of Hurricane FLORENCE after restoring severely degraded systems and equipment. The cutter went on to 
lead a Surface Action Group of seven cutters, executing vital command control on behalf of Sector North Carolina, conducting damage 
assessments of Wilmington and the Cape Fear River, and assisting Station Oak Island, Wrightsville Beach, and Ft. Macon by removing 
debris and repairing station response infrastructure.

SMALL CUTTER: CGC BRISTOL BAY - Routinely deferring maintenance periods to meet operational commitments, the crew of BRISTOL 
BAY sailed 143 days away from homeport, amassing 2,010, underway hours, 112 percent of their programmed employment standard, 
with less than 24 hours of unscheduled maintenance on a 39-year-old cutter. Facilitating domestic and international trade on the Great 
Lakes, BRISTOL BAY performed 80 direct assists of commercial vessels during 1,174 hours of icebreaking. BRISTOL BAY immediately 
transitioned from icebreaking, to aids, to navigation, to service. 129 floating aids in 12 days following a casualty to another buoy tender. 
In doing so, the crew played a pivotal role in completing the 2018 Spring Restore, providing a reliable aid to navigation constellation 
to the mariner. Servicing 207 floating aids in total, BRISTOL BAY achieved an annual Aid Availability Rating of 99.7 percent, exceeding 
targeted standards. 

ENLISTED CUTTERMAN: SK2 MATHEW WILSON (CGC JAMES) - SK2 Wilson serves as a Pursuit Crewman and Gunner on JAMES’ law 
enforcement team. In 2018, SK2 Wilson participated in 3 interdictions resulting in the seizure of 1,957 kilograms and detention of 11 
suspected narco-traffickers. Additionally, he served as a boat crewman during Airborne Use of Force recertification and coordinated 
internal “Boat Colleges” to train and qualify aspiring coxswains and crewman. Tirelessly working 12-hour shifts, SK2 Wilson supported 
hurricane MARIA response operations for nearly two weeks to reconstitute Sector San Juan and assist with transporting parts, critical 
food supplies, and passengers critical to relief efforts. When not directly involved in Sector San Juan reconstitution efforts, he led and 
participated in work parties to clear storm debris at Sector San Juan and Coast Guard housing in Puerto Rico. SK2 Wilson leaps at every 
challenge and opportunity presented to him. He qualified and stands engineering machinery watches, serves as a small boat engineer and 
crewman, chairs the LDAC, serves on the unit’s boarding and pursuit teams, and fills flight quarters billets, all while delivering exceptional 
performance in his role as an SK2 and pursuing a college degree. SK2 Wilson processed $126K in backlog funding in less than 3 days 
overcoming bandwidth constraints and a hectic pace of operations to ensure all funds were fully obligated.

OFFICER CUTTERMAN: CWO JARED CROTWELL (CGC BRISTOL BAY) - CWO2 Crotwell compressed maintenance efforts into port calls 
achieving a maintenance currency rating of 89.1 percent. As a result, BRISTOL BAY did not log a single day of unscheduled Charlie 
amidst 1,174 operational hours of icebreaking. CWO2 Crotwell led BRISTOL BAY through a 60-day, $512,000 dockside availability. 
While many of the crew experienced some measure of rest and recuperation after a grueling year of 2,010 underway hours and 143 
days away from homeport, he carefully managed completion of 19 contracted work items while leading preparations for Tailored Ship’s 
Training Availability. Routinely arriving to the cutter before dawn and departing with merely enough time to say goodnight to his family, 
he worked an exhaustive pace to repair the unit’s weight handling gear. Displaying innovation and skill, he designed a trouble-shooting 
process to isolate the source of hydraulic power loss on the buoy handling crane as efforts by the contractor and Coast Guard subject 
matter experts were repeatedly ineffective and time continued to expire. 

overcome the problem,” “It goes back to ethics and being able to stand up to the CNO, or any Flag or Captain, because you hold those 
individuals in high esteem, and say to them that they are wrong.  It’s a very lonely feeling, but that’s what this position is for”. His personal 
decorations include the Enlisted Surface Warfare Specialist badge, the Navy Distinguished Service Medal, Legion of Merit, Meritorious 
Service Medal, Navy Achievement Medal and several unit awards. MCPON Plackett Manor at the Naval Training Center in Great Lakes 
was dedicated in his honor in 2002.

CHIEF GUNNER’S MATE ROBERT O. PORTER, USN (RET) : 1970; Patrol Officer in River Division Grenade Attack : Served with river 
Division 513, River Patrol Flotilla FIVE, Task Force 116, as Patrol Officer of a two-boat patrol on the Giang Thanh River in the Republic of 
Vietnam.  He established a night waterborne guard post in support of interdiction operations. After several hours of waiting, he detected 
activity in the underbrush near his boat.  Chief Gunner’s Mate Porter alerted his crew when a hand grenade landed on the boat, and 
the bank of the river erupted in fire directed at his craft. He instantly yelled “grenade” and then dashed through enemy fire, picked up 
the grenade and hurled it back onto the beach. The grenade exploded, showering the boat with shrapnel and wounding him in the face. 
Ignoring his wounds, he directed accurate fire against the enemy positions until they were silenced. For risking his life to protect the lives 
of his shipmates, he was awarded the Navy Cross.

ENGINEMAN FIRST CLASS ROBERT J. YERED, USCG (RET) : 1956-1980; Saved Ammunition during attack in Vietnam : On 18 February 
1968 in the Republic of Vietnam, Engineman First Class Yered was the safety advisor to the United States Army Terminal Cat Lai.  In the 
early morning hours, the terminal was subjected to intense enemy rocket, mortar and small arms attack.  One of the rocket rounds struck 
a barge on which there were several hundred tons of mortar ammunition and immediately ignited a fire.  The blazing barge threatened 
to destroy three other ammunition ships on which there were in excess of fifteen thousand tons of high explosives.  Without regard for 
his personal safety, he exposed himself to the enemy fusillade as he helped extinguish the fire on the burning barge. His actions averted 
not only the destruction of the vessel, but also that of the entire terminal. For his gallantry in action, he is awarded the Army Silver Star.
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Independent Duty Corpsman of the Year
HM1 CHASE SPEED, USS HURRICANE (PC 3) - COMNAVSURFLANT : HM1 Chase Speed has shown extraordinary skill during his time 
on Hurricane and is often recognized as the “go-to” Independent Duty Corpsman (IDC) on the Bahrain waterfront.  Petty Officer Speed 
is a hands-on, proactive leader who continues to motivate Sailors at all levels with his actions and dedication. The effort he gives his 
command is unparalleled. He is the epitome of sustained superior performance as the Senior Medical Department Representative and IDC 
professional. Petty Officer Speed is a leader with outstanding qualities and dedication rarely seen. Petty Officer Speed is most definitely 
deserving of the recognition of afforded by this prestigious award. 

HM1 NATHAN ORR, USS PREBLE (DDG 88) - COMNAVSURFPAC : Orr's dedication to the Navy, USS Preble, and his shipmates while 
performing as the Senior Medical Department Representative/Independent Duty Corpsman is second to none! Every inspection conducted 
on his department is completed with superior results, and he and his junior Sailors are continuously singled out as top performers. His 
leadership and mentorship abilities continue to shine, earning his commanding officer’s complete trust and confidence. HMI is a true team 
player and a valuable asset to any mission Preble is assigned.

Literary Award Winners
CAPT KEVIN EYER, USN (RET), “What Happened to Our Surface Forces?”  Proceedings, January 2018 - Winner

CAPT JOHN CORDLE, USN (RET), “Time to Redress XO/CO Fleet Up” Proceedings, January 2018 - Honorable Mention

Special Recognition Award Winners
OSC DAVID BRAKEBILL, USN (RET) – Nominated for his vast contributions for the last 2 decades to the Surface Navy Association.  Most 
notably on the Membership, Finance, Awards, and Executive Committees. 

VADM WILLIAM EARNER, USN (RET) – Nominated for his service as Past Chairman of the Finance Committee and Executive Committee 
Member for Corporate Relations.

RADM EDWARD “SONNY” MASSO, USN (RET) – Nominated for his steadfast support of the Association since its inception, especially 
his service to the Awards Committee for over 20 years.

CAPT BRIAN PERKINS, USCG  (RET) – Nominated for his vision and execution  in aligning the Coast Guard Cuttermen’s Association with 
the Surface Navy  Association.

Video Award Winner
“UNDERWAY IN ALASKA” – USCGC BAILEY BARCO

LT Anna Ruth - CO & LT Matthew Monahan - XO

PO3 Wyatt Zylawy - Song Writer

Old Tar Award
The Surface Navy Association’s “Old Tar” designation, honoring the U.S. Navy Enlisted Surface Warfare Specialist(ESWS) serving on 
active duty with the earliest qualification date, has passed to Command Master Chief Rodd D. Tooker.  Command Master Chief(SW/AW) 
Tooker is currently assigned as the Command Master Chief at the Navy Consolidated Brig at Miramar, Calif.  Tooker relieved Senior Chief 
Gunner’s Mate(SW/EXW) Robert Hyatt, who has retired, and is now the 12th individual to receive the honor.

CMDCM RODD TOOKER, USN

Previous 'Old Tars' by Award Date:

CMC(SW/AW/MTS) Sammie L. Lymon, USN

CNOCM(SW) Mark Davidson, USN

CNOCM(SW) Ashley B. Smith, USN

FLTMC “Buck” Heffernan, Jr., USN

STGCM(SW) Michael Piepenburg, USN

GMCS(SW/EXW) Robert Hyatt , USN

FCCM(SW/AW) Thomas Ward, USN

FCCM(SW) Sean C. Mast, USN

GMC(SW/AW) Ronald L. Hughes, USN

PSCM(SW/AW) John D.Daigrepont, USN

FCCM(SW/AW) Jeffrey Baker, USN
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LCDR Jason Hipp and IC1 Jackie Maddox 
winners of the Zumwalt Award

LT Roger Robitaille and GWE1 Robert 
Clenney winners of the Arleigh Burke 
Award

BMC Nelson Doromal Grand Prize Photo 
Award Winner

HM1 Chase Speed Idependent Duty 
Corpsman of the Year

CAPT Kevin Eyer Literary Award Winner OSC David Brakebill Special Recognition 
Winner

VADM Bill Earner Special Recognition 
Winner

RADM Edward Masso Special Recognition 
Winner

CAPT Brian Perkins Special Recognition 
Winner
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CDR Paul Gallagher USN (Ret)

Sean Gannon  

MCPO Philip Gibson USN (Ret)

LCDR Christopher Green USN 

Bill Guglielmo  

CDR Matthew Hays USN 

CDR John Henry USCG 

CAPT John Howard USN 

CAPT John Ingram USN (Ret)

LCDR Robert Ireland USN 

CDR Jussi Jamsen FIN N 

RADM Scott Jerabek USN (Ret)

CDR Paul Johanson RAN 

LCDR Willie Jordan USN 

Mary Kakar  

CMDCM Michael Kaszubowski USN 

CDR Harry Knight USN 

Stan Kordana  

CDR William Kramer USN (Ret)

CMC John Lanza USN 

LCDR Anthony LaVopa USN 

Jonathan Lecker  

PO2 Jonathon Lockwood USN 

CDR John Lucas USN 

Seth Lundgren  

Amir Mahmoud  

RADM Mike Manazir USN (Ret)

CAPT Frank Martin USN (Ret)

MM2 Michie Saint USN 

YN1 Danny Samson USN 

CAPT Zoah Scheneman USN 

CMDCM Jacob Shafer USN 

LT Erin Sleister USN 

CPO Noland Smith USN (Ret)

LT Kurt Smith USN 

CMDCM James Smith USN (Ret)

LCDR Justin Smith USN 

CMC Devin Spencer USCG 

LT Anthony Spicher USN 

CDR John Steckel USN (Ret)

LT Emily Strong USN 

ICC Brandon Sullivan USN 

LT Carley Tadlock USN 

LTJG James Talbert USN 

FORCM Steven Timmons USN 

CAPT Mark Vlaun USCG 

CAPT Larry Watkins USN 

LTJG Jeffrey Whiteman USN 

ENS Gabriel Wolstenholme USN 

John Wylie  

Jeff Yancho  

LTJG James Zapala USN 

BMCM Aaron Zimmer USCG 

David Mayfield  

CAPT Richard McKenna USN (Ret)

CDR Simon McKeon USN 

CDR Michael Merrill USN 

LT Ashley Miller USN 

CDR Garrett Miller USN 

MAC Ivan Mitchell USN 

LTJG Trent Moon USCG 

LT Cory Mowbray USN 

LT Tyler Narby USN 

CMDCM Quentin Newson USN 

CAPT John Newton USN (Ret)

Joseph Nishimura  

LT Rebecca O'Brien USN 

FLTCM Richard O'Rawe USN 

CAPT Eric Oxendine USN (Ret)

Ethan Pasternack  

MIDN Trevor Penwell USN 

CMDCM Antonio Perryman USN 

LT Anhviet Pham USN 

LT Matthew Pinhey USCG 

Maria Posada  

Donald Prichard  

GMC Sara Pritchett USCG 

CMDCM Steven Quick USN 

NCC Jorge Ramirez USN 

CAPT Jeff Randall USCG 

ENS Thomas Riherd USN 

CAPT Stephen Adler USCG 

CAPT Christopher Alexander USN 

LTJG Victor Alma USCG 

Lee Baird  

LT Eric Balcunas USCG 

CMC Robert Battle USN 

CDR Malcolm Belt USCG 

FCA1 Harless Blankenship USN 

LT Nicholas Bonsall USN 

CAPT Richard Braunbeck USN 

CS2 Henri Brousseau USCG 

CPO Leticha Burkes USN 

LCDR Marc Carmichael USN (Ret)

Kelsey Cellon  

LT David Chang USN 

Justice Chuku  

EODCS Shelby Cornelius USN (Ret)

CMDCM Robert Crossno USN 

Dario Deste  

CAPT Tom Dlugolecki USN (Ret)

BMC Nelson Doromal USN 

Stephanie Douglas  

CDR Robert Echols USN (Ret)

LT Michelle Ehlhardt USN 

LCDR Timothy Fitz-Gerald USN 

LT Rebekah Fleming USN 

Robert Forsyth  

LT Brianna Frazier USN 
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Fairlead Integrated

Fincantieri Marine Group

FLIR Systems

GE Marine

General Atomics

General Dynamics Bath Iron Works

General Dynamics Mission Systems

General Dynamics NASSCO

General Tool Company

Gibbs & Cox, Inc.

Gryphon Technologies

HENSOLDT, Inc.

Hepburn and Sons, LLC

HiPK, LLC

Huntington Ingalls Industries

Hydroid

Innovative Defense Technologies

Innovative Signal Analysis, Inc.

Insitu

iXblue Defense Systems, Inc.

Kongsberg Defense Systems

L3 Technologies

Leidos

Leonardo DRS, Inc.

Lockheed Martin Corporation

ManTech International Corporation

Marotta Controls, Inc.

McKean Defense

Mikros Systems Corporation

Milcots, LLC

MKM Consulting, LLC

MSI - Defense Systems US Inc.

Northrop Grumman - Maritime

Northrop Grumman - Undersea Systems

Pacific Engineering, Inc.

Raytheon Company

Rolls-Royce Marine North America

Saab Defense & Security USA LLC

SAIC

Shock Tech, Inc.

SimVentions, Inc.

Sonalysts, Inc.

SSS Clutch Company, Inc.

Strategic Insight, LTD.

Systems Planning & Analysis, Inc.

Tech-Marine Business, Inc.

Technology Service Corporation

Teledyne Brown Engineering

Terma North America, Inc.

Textron Systems

Thales Defense & Security

The Boeing Company

The Potomac Advocates

Transhield, Inc.

Tri-Tec Manufacturing

Ultra Electronics

United States Marine, Inc.

USAA

VSE Corporation

Wartsila Defense, Inc.

Whitney, Bradley & Brown, Inc.

WR Systems, Ltd.

901D LLC

Advanced Acoustic Concepts, LLC

AECOM

Aerojet Rocketdyne

American Defense International

American Systems

AMS Group, Inc.

AMSC

Atlas North America

Austal

Aydin Displays

BAE Systems Integrated Defense Systems

BAE Platforms & Services

Basic Commerce & Industries, Inc.

BecTech

Booz Allen Hamilton

Bramer Group

CACI

Capitol Integration

Central Gulf Lines, Inc.

Cobham

Collins Aerospace

Comark Corporation

Crowley Maritime Corporation

Cubic

Curtiss-Wright

DELTA Resources, Inc.

Donaldson Aerospace & Defense

Engility Corporation

Esterline Federal

Fairbanks Morse Engines

T H A N K  Y O U  T O  A L L  O F  O U R  C O R P O R A T E  M E M B E R S



AECOM is a multinational engineering firm that provides design, 
consulting, construction, and management services to a range of 
clients including the Department of Defense, with over 87,000 
employees operating in over 100 countries. Our US Navy foot-
print includes acquisition, logistics, engineering, program man-
agement, and financial management support to Naval Sea Sys-
tems Command; engineering development support at the Surface 
Warfare Centers; and shipboard material assessment support at 
three Regional Maintenance Centers. AECOM provides integrated 
program management and ship sustainment solutions as well as 
systems development and integration at Naval Surface Warfare 
Centers Dahlgren and Crane.  Key products and services include 
development of radar and combat systems software algorithms; 
development of web-based, electronic integrated test procedures 
that greatly improve electronics acceptance testing of new con-
struction submarines; and  integration of test engineers to improve 
the execution of surface ship availabilities in both private and 
public shipyards.  AECOM brings a comprehensive understanding 
for acquisition and Integrated Logistics Systems support at the wa-
terfront, and provides the full life cycle support to the Navy from 
system and platform acquisition, thru the warfare centers’ system 
engineering, to the maritime waterfront complex providing mainte-
nance, modernization, and sustainment to the fleet.  

Gryphon Technologies (Gryphon), a portfolio company of private 
equity investment firm AE Industrial Partners, LP (AEI), is a premier 
engineering and technical services provider specializing in de-
fense systems and integration, naval architecture and marine en-
gineering, acquisition program management, test and evaluation, 
cybersecurity, lifecycle management, logistics and fleet support 
services. The transaction bringing Gryphon under AEI ownership 
was completed in September 2018 and we are currently in the 
final stages of integrating other AEI holdings, CDI Marine and CDI 
M&T, into Gryphon. The addition strengthens Gryphon’s engineer-
ing capability and adds new waterfront support capabilities in the 
areas of Fleet maintenance and logistics, Fleet training, and Ship 
Alteration Installation. The Company brings over 1250 employees 
and a 30+ year record of excellence supporting Navy customers 
worldwide. 

ADI is a Washington, D.C. - based consulting firm specializing in 
government affairs and business development, with over 20 years 
of experience in the Defense and Homeland Security markets. Our 
expertise includes naval, maritime, shipbuilding and aviation is-
sues. Our staff include a broad array of technical and political 
experts with critical knowledge of the key issues  including for-
mer senior government officials, retired military officers—including 
former Navy and Marine Corps officers—and congressional staff 
members.

Shock Tech’s mission for more than 25 years has been to deliv-
er unsurpassed service, parts and value for shock and vibration 
solutions for the Defense, Aerospace and Military industries. Shock 
Tech is a uniquely-sized company to form a close working relation-
ship with each client to provide innovative designs, testing, techni-
cal support and rapid prototyping. As a result of our engineering 
and manufacturing expertise, Shock Tech has delivered custom, 
tailored services and solutions faster and more cost-effectively.

MILCOTS has been designing and manufacturing high performance 
rugged displays and panel PCs for Military applications since 
2002. Our business model and core competency have consistently 
been integrating LCD and high-end industrial computer architec-
ture into rugged packaging to successfully address Navy, Army 
and Airborne requirements. MILCOTS products are deployed on 
all navy vessels for mission management, weapon management, 
gun control, C4ISR and machinery control systems.

MILCOTS is a supplier of all major defense companies in the 
United States and overseas, and has experienced a double-digit 
growth rate since its inception.
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iXblue Defense Systems is headquartered in Natick, MA and has 
a Department of Defense customer base that includes: the U.S. 
Coast Guard, U.S. Navy and U.S. Special Operations Command.  
We supply a variety of products, including acoustic positioning sys-
tems, motion simulators/calibration tables, but are best known for 
our Fiber Optic Gyroscope-based Inertial Navigation Systems. All 
iXblue products are developed on internal R&D funding to speed 
development of new products and meet emerging customer re-
quirements.
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CHAPTER NEWS
2018 Chapter Excellence Award Winners

Mid South 

Monterey

Newport

New York

Pearl Harbor

San Diego

USS Constitution

Washington D.C.

Annapolis

Douglas Munro

Hampton Roads

Mayport/Jacksonville

Chapter programs are key to the ultimate success and effectiveness of the Surface Navy Association. Chapters that 
are successful and meet specific requirements are recognized for their efforts with the Chapter Excellence Award 
at The National Symposium in January each year.
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Bay Area
PRESIDENT: RDML NATHAN MOORE, USCG

“Making progress on initiatives centered on 
the chapter’s watch words of mentorship, 
seamanship, fellowship, and stewardship.”
On 21 March, the Bay Area chapter's mentoring working group held 
its third mentoring event of the past 12 months in Alameda, CA.  The 
Women Afloat Leadership Panel’s goals were to encourage men and 
women in the Coast Guard to choose afloat career paths, and to help 
facilitate new mentoring relationships in the Bay Area.  The panel 
featured seven cuttermen from diverse backgrounds including current 
and former major cutter commanding officers, a former engineering 
officer, a senior enlisted boatswain’s mate, and an enlisted electronics 
technician.  Approximately 50 attendees enjoyed coffee and 
cookies while CAPT Laura Collins, Pacific Area Chief of Operations, 
moderated the discussion.  Some of the questions included “what 
advice would you give to yourself when you stepped aboard your 
first ship;” “what are examples of inclusive off-duty activities on ships 
with mixed-gender crews;” and “what is it about afloat life that 
keeps you going back to sea?" 

With the PCS transfer season and chapter officer elections nearly 
upon us, our president (RDML Nathan Moore), treasurer (LT Susan 
Parrish), and secretary (LT Rena Racoma) eagerly anticipate 
enthusiastic reliefs to continue making progress on initiatives centered 
on the chapter’s watch words of mentorship, seamanship, fellowship, 
and stewardship.  LCDR Chris Klein, the vice president of the chapter, 
will remain onboard to provide continuity for the change of watch of 
the other chapter officers. 

Panel members (left to right) CAPT Matthew Brown, CAPT(s) Kathy Felger, LCDR 
Amy Lockwood, CAPT Mary Ellen Durley, ET1 Makeeya Truex-White, CDR Rula 
Deisher, and BMC Amy Rens.  CAPT Laura Collins is moderating at the podium.

Douglas Munro Anacostia
PRESIDENT: CAPT MARK FRANKFORD, USCG (RET)

“Learn from the experience and advice of 
experienced Cuttermen”
39th Anniversary of the USCGC BLACKTHORN (WLB 391) 
Sinking:

On Monday January 28th the Coast Guard Office of Cutter Forc-
es (CG-751) and SNA Douglas Munro Anacostia Chapter hosted 
a “Coffee Break for the Crew” at Coast Guard Headquarters to 
mark the 39th anniversary of the USCGC BLACKTHORN (WLB 
391) sinking.  RDML Michael Ryan, Assistant Commandant for Ca-
pability, presided over the event.  CAPT Stephen Matadobra the 
Coast Guard’s Gold Ancient Mariner was the keynote speaker.  
Admiral Schultz, Commandant of the U.S. Coast Guard, Admiral 
Charles Ray, Vice Commandant, dozens of other Coast Guard of-
ficers, active and retired as well as Coast Guard civilians attend-
ed the event.  The speakers recalled the Shipmates who were lost, 
as well as the lessons the Coast Guard learned from that tragic 
incident.

On the evening of January 28th, 1980 CGC BLACKTHORN collid-
ed with the U.S. tankship CAPRICORN in Tampa Bay in the vicinity 
of the Sunshine Skyway Bridge. As a result of the impact, the an-
chor of CAPRICORN became embedded in BLACTHORN’s side. 
The momentum of the two vessels caused the CAPRICORN’s anchor 
chain to draw taut and resulted in the sudden capsizing and rapid 
sinking of BLACKTHORN in less than two minutes. Twenty-seven 
BLACKTHORN crewmembers were rescued while twenty-three 
perished.

The proximate cause of the casualty was the failure of both ves-
sels to keep to the starboard side of the channel and failure of 
the persons in charge of both vessels to ascertain the intentions 
of the other through the exchange of appropriate whistle signals.  
CGC BLACKTHORN was raised 22 days after sinking which facili-
tated recovery of lost crew members and evidence to support the 
investigation.

The sinking of both CGC BLACKTHORN and CGC CUYAHOGA 
(sunk in a 1978 collision with a merchant ship) in a span of less 
than two years led to sweeping policy changes within the Coast 
Guard, including the development of the Rules of the Road exam-
ination, now a requirement for all Officers of the Deck, Executive 
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The other panelists agree with MECS Barringer’s advice. 
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Officers, and Commanding Officers serving aboard Coast Guard 
cutters, and the establishment of the Coast Guard’s Command and 
Operations School at the Coast Guard Academy in New London, 
Connecticut.

Women Afloat Panel:

On Thursday, February 28th the SNA Douglas Munro Anacostia 
Chapter and the National Capital Branch of the Women’s Leader-
ship Initiative hosted a “Women Afloat Panel” at Coast Guard Head-
quarters.  The panel consisted of five experienced Cuttermen: CAPT 
Stephen Matadobra, the Gold Ancient Mariner; CAPT Mary Ellen 
Durley, Prospective Commanding Officer of USCGC HEALY (WAGB 
20); CAPT Holly Harrison, Prospective Commanding Officer of USC-
GC KIMBAL (WMSL 756); LCDR Natalia Best, former Commanding 
Officer of USCGC ADAK (WPB 1333) forward deployed in Mana-
ma, Kingdom of Bahrain; and Senior Chief Maritime Enforcement 
Specialist Amy Barringer currently serving in the Office of Maritime 
Security Response Policy.  

Women and men of all ranks from the SNA and Coast Guard Head-
quarters community attended the event, with over a hundred attend-
ees and standing room only. RDML Melissa Bert, the Director of Gov-
ernmental and Public Affairs and several flag officers attended the 
event. 

The five distinguished panelists answered several questions about 
their experience and advice to all who are considering or are cur-
rently pursuing an afloat career. Each panelist expressed why she 
or he found going to sea fulfilling, despite the inherent challenges 
of sea-going life. Many shared personal experiences about chal-
lenging conditions underway and the burden of leadership in de-
veloping a positive command climate for their crews and shipmates. 
The audience asked questions about navigating the challenges that 
disproportionately impact women afloat, such as balancing an afloat 
career with family and navigating being a minority aboard ship.  The 
sea stories and advice from the panelists stimulated conversation and 
empowered further questions during the cake cutting and reception 
following the panel. 

The Women Afloat Panel provided an opportunity for women and 
men in the National Capital Region to learn from the experience and 
advice of experienced Cuttermen. The partnership of the SNA Doug-
las Munro Anacostia Chapter and the National Capital Branch of 
the Women’s Leadership Initiative enabled conversation to improve 
inclusion and diversity in the cutter fleet.

The Gold Ancient Mariner and the newest member of the afloat community 
who attended cut the cake.

CAPT Stephen Matadobra, USCG, the Coast Guard’s Gold Ancient Mariner 
delivers the keynote address. 

A bell is tolled 27 times, once for each BLACKTHORN crew member lost in 
the collision with the M/V CAPRICORN on January 28th, 1980.

RDML Michael Ryan, USCG, Assistant Commandant for Capability (CG-7) 
delivers opening remarks. 



Greater Washington
PRESIDENT: CAPT PAUL YOUNG, USN

“Lots of exciting things have been going on 
behind the scenes this winter.”
Lots of exciting things have been going on behind the scenes this 
winter.  Our chapter was able to sponsor six Sailor of the Year's 
for attendance at the 31st Annual National Symposium.  The Sail-
ors represented SURFLANT, USS ARLEIGH BURKE (DDG 51), USS 
NORMANDY (CG 60), and USS FOREST SHERMAN (DDG 98).  
We would like to thank them for their participation, especially 
considering it was required for them to time off from studying 
for the CPO exam.  With the National Symposium behind us we 
have set our sights on spring.  While it has taken time to get things 
prepared, we currently have a luncheon, social, and two golf tour-
naments scheduled.  Hopefully the weather will hold out and we 
won’t have to change the golf tournament like we did last year.  
Check your email or the website for additional details.

Work continues to improve the SNA website and in particular the 
GWC pages.  If you have inputs for ways to make it better please 
contact LCDR Kelly Craft  at Kelly.Craft@navy.mil or send your 
recommendations to the chapter email gwc@chapter.navysna.org 
Any updates to your membership or specific membership questions 
should be sent to communications@navysna.org

On May 18th, GWC will once again sponsor the OPNAV N96 
Wardroom Dining Out at Patton Hall (Joint Base Myer-Henderson 
Hall).  RADM Ron Boxall (N96) will serve as “Mess President” and 
with 50 tickets already allocated to SNA members it is sure to 
be a great time.  Come out and see your shipmates in all of their 
glory.
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Hampton Roads
PRESIDENT: CAPT JIM KIRBY, USN

“We have had some great guest speakers lo-
cally as we heard from various waterfront 
leadership. ”
Greetings from the Hampton Roads Chapter, where we are anx-
iously awaiting the arrival of apring.  Although this year’s winter 
has been mild compared to last year, we still can’t wait for the 
warmer weather and increased outdoor activities.  This winter we 
have had some great guest speakers locally as we heard from 
various waterfront leadership.

The final Professional Luncheon of 2018 in December, we had the 
honor of having VADM Andrew L. “Woody” Lewis, Commander, 
U.S. Second Fleet serve as our guest speaker.  VADM Lewis spoke 
to a packed room about the standup of U.S. Second Fleet and 
what it means to the Surface Warrior.

With the arrival of 2019, we had a great showing for the motor 
coach ride up to Crystal City for this year’s SNA National Sym-
posium.  National and our Chapter once again co-sponsored the 
transportation from Norfolk in order to create greater opportuni-
ty for as many waterfront Surface Warriors as possible to attend 
Day One of the symposium.  At the awards luncheon, the Hampton 
Roads Chapter was honored to be recognized once again with a 
Chapter Excellence Award.  The following week at our January 
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Attendees at the chapter’s December luncheon listen to VADM Andrew L. 
“Woody” Lewis speak.

VADM Andrew L. “Woody” Lewis speaks at the chapter’s December 
luncheon.
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Professional Luncheon, FORCM (SW/AW) Kevin Goodrich, the Force 
Master Chief for Naval Surface Force Atlantic was our guest speak-
er.  He shared his perspective of the Surface Force after a year in 
the job.    

In February, we were honored to have CAPT Vince Baker, Executive 
Officer, Naval Station Norfolk as our guest speaker.  CAPT Baker 
discussed the challenges being faced by Naval Station Norfolk and 
their approach to meeting those items.  Additionally, he talked to 
the installations focus and message of “generating combat power at 
sea begins at the pier, but it takes all stakeholders rowing together”.

In March we hosted our annual Hampton Roads SNA Sailor of the 
Year Recognition Reception.  As in past years, we honored not only 
SOYs, Junior SOYs, and Bluejackets of the Year from the Surface 
Warfare community, but also the Hampton Roads-area Coast Guard 
Cuttermen of the Year and Mariners of the Year.  We truly thank the 
local community and organizations who helped us celebrate these 
Sailors’ successes.

April shaped up to be a great month with our annual Spring Golf 
Tournament scheduled on April 12th at Sewell’s Point Golf Course.  
The format was Florida Best Ball.  Check-in began at 0700 for a 
0815 shotgun start.   We are always looking for volunteers to help 
at these events.  Come out and enjoy the fun!  For the April luncheon 
on the 18th, we arranged for RADM Eugene “Gene” Black to serve 
as our guest speaker.  He disscused his first-hand experience with 
Dynamic Force Employment and some lessons learned.

Come out and join us for our monthly professional luncheons through-
out the year – remember that our event dates have changed to the 
THIRD THURSDAY OF THE MONTH from the third Wednesday of 
the month.  See our website at http://chapter.navysna.org/hampton-
roads/. Also, follow us on our Facebook page - @SNAHAMPTON-
ROADS and Twitter page - https://twitter.com/NavyRoads to keep 
up with our activities.  You can reach us directly through e-mail at 
surfacenavyassoc.hr@gmail.com, or come talk to one of the board 
members at the monthly luncheon.  

FORCM(Ret) Robert Conklin, FORCM Kevin Goodrich, FORCM(Ret) Bill 
Slingerland at the chapter’s January luncheon.

FORCM(Ret) Robert Conklin, FORCM Kevin Goodrich, FORCM(Ret) Bill 
Slingerland at the chapter’s January luncheon.

CAPT Jim Kirby and CAPT Vince Baker

Hampton Roads SNA Sailor of Year Honorees



Mayport/Jacksonville
PRESIDENT: CAPT MIKE MEYER, USN

“We bid a fond farewell to our Social Director, 
LCDR Rebecca Conti-Vock”
Greetings from sunny Mayport!  We had a busy winter, with visits 
from the SURFLANT staff, a great SNA gathering at Culhane’s, and 
completion of the 2019 Membership Survey.

While the membership survey provided many action items, the pre-
ponderance of the results can be narrowed down to requirements for 
younger membership, desire for more social and community service 
events, and more frequent updates from the Board on direction of 
the Chapter.  We’ve taken all of this onboard and are ensuring we 
schedule and execute events tailored towards membership desires.

To that end, April was a very busy month for us.  On April 12th we 
hosted CAPT Paul Rinn, USN (Ret) as he recounted his experiences in 
SAMUEL B ROBERTS when struck by a mine in the Persian Gulf, and 
the fight to save the ship.  A few days later we were happy to have 
PERS 41 and detailers aboard, to include a SNA Social and Spouses 
function on the evening of April 16th at Culhane’s.  Please refer to 
the Facebook Page for more information.

Additionally, we are exploring better ways to communicate with the 
Chapter.  A new collective email has been established, SNAMay-
port@gmail.com, to correspond between the Chapter Board and 
Members.

Lastly, we bid a fond farewell to our Social Director, LCDR Rebecca 
Conti-Vock, as she departs a highly successful tour in ROOSEVELT 
and is bound for the pointy end of the spear, CDS 15.  Thanks for all 
your hard work ‘Becca, and sail safe.

We are currently accepting nominations for the Social Director va-
cancy, and looking at options to expand the Board membership.  If 
interested in nominating yourself or part of your team, please email 
us directly at SNAMayport@gmail.com 
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Monterey
PRESIDENT: LT LEVI BEAIRD, USN

“The Monterey Chapter has been busy the 
past few months! ”
Greetings from beautiful Monterey, California!

The Monterey Chapter has been busy the past few months!

The Monterey Chapter started the winter quarter at NPS all 
ahead full with several new members, Distinguished Visitors and 
numerous events that fostered professional development and so-
cial opportunities for our Surface Warriors.

At the beginning of January, LT Elizabeth Moten (Chapter Pres-
ident), LT Joe Hanacek, and CAPT Chuck Good (SWO Chair) 
attended the Annual Symposium and brought back the 2018 
Chapter Excellence Award to Monterey! Further, their attendance 
allowed our chapter to gain critical insight into the future and pri-
orities of the Surface Warfare community.

Following SNA National, we bid a fond farewell to our senior 
SWO Faculty member and our outgoing NPS President, VAD-
M(ret) Ron Route.  VADM(ret) Route handed over the reins to VAD-
M(ret) Ann Rondeau in an investiture ceremony presided over by 
SECNAV Spencer.

Additionally, during the month of January our chapter members 
received a brief from CDR Chris Clausen from the Undersea War-
fighting Development Center, discussing the current intelligence 
challenges the Surface Navy faces in the USW realm. This includ-
ed a fascinating presentation on the USS JOHN S. MCCAIN repair 
efforts by CAPT Farnam, CO of Ship Repair Facility Yokosuka.

We started February with a premier showing of “Scramble the 
Seawolves,” a documentary about the Navy’s relatively unknown 
but highly-decorated squadron of helicopter gunships, which sup-
ported the Riverine Force in Vietnam. This event had several “Sea-
wolf” veterans, and provided chapter members the opportunity to 
converse with shipmates that served during the Vietnam War on 
the rivers or above them.

On 19 February, Captain Chuck Good, LT Elizabeth Moten, and LT 
Joe Hanacek discussed with the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) 
Surface Warfare Officers the critical information gained at the 
SNA National Symposium, to include latest changes to the SWO 
career path, revisions to the Department Head curriculum, and the 
FFG(X) capabilities as proposed by N96. Following the discussion, 
the Monterey Bay Chapter hosted a social event at the Trident 
Room in the historic Hotel Del Monte to provide an opportunity to 
recruit new members and discuss current Surface Warfare hap-
penings in a relaxed social setting.

Later in the month, NPS was excited to host our CNO, Admiral 
John Richardson, who spent a day on campus and spoke to the stu-
dent body for over two hours on his second version of the “Design 
for Maintaining Maritime Superiority.” During the lecture, Admiral 
Richardson discussed at length the importance of open Sea Lines 
of Communications (SLOCs), access to open markets, and diplo-
matic partnerships.  

In March, VADM (ret) Terry Blake, former Navy N8 and a career 
“budgeteer,” briefed chapter members on how the Navy budget 
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process works and how funding is allocated throughout the Fleet. 
VADM(ret) Blake teaches Financial Management topics in NPS’ Busi-
ness School as our Conrad Scholars Chair.

On 29 March, we will graduate twelve SWOs from various curricu-
lums, including the Academic Year 2019, 2nd Quarter winner of the 
SNA Award for Academic Excellence, LT Robb Dearth.  LT Dearth’s 
thesis is entitled “Determinants of Shiphandling Competency: Evi-
dence from First Tour Officers of the Deck” and was conducted in 
support of SWOS’ efforts to collect data on OOD proficiency across 
the Fleet and will inform the future continuum of OOD assessments 
that will be taken as junior officers pass through SWOS’ two-phase 
OOD courses.

We thank all of our visitors this quarter for taking the time to meet 
with us and discuss the future of Surface Warfare with Junior Offi-
cers.  Their insights are deeply valued and we look forward to future 
visits in the upcoming months! 

New York
PRESIDENT: CDR DAVID REWKOWSKI, USN

“We’re excited to share that the Chapter 
received its first ever SNA Chapter Excellence 
Award, given for the calendar year 2018!  "

Greetings, SNA Greater New York Members!

We’re excited to share that the Chapter received its first ever SNA 
Chapter Excellence Award, given for the calendar year 2018!  
Chapter President, CDR Dave Rewkowski, was on-hand at the Sur-
face Navy Association National Symposium to receive the award on 
behalf of the Chapter.  The Chapter was also lauded by the Execu-
tive Board at the Chapter Presidents’ breakfast as one of the small 
chapters that is really becoming active and vibrant.  BZ to us!

There’s other exciting news to share, as well.  Chapter and Life Mem-
ber, RDML John Mustin, was nominated for his second star!  Admiral 
Mustin is currently serving as Deputy Commander, U.S. Second Fleet 
(his father, SNA Hall of Fame Member VADM Hank Mustin, once com-
manded the Second Fleet) and Deputy Commander, Naval Surface 
Force Atlantic.

Chapter and Life Member, CAPT Ken Blackmon, was just nominat-
ed for promotion to Rear Admiral!  CAPT Blackmon’s most recent 
assignments include the NATO Combined Joint Operations from the 
Sea-Center of Excellence and the Joint Enabling Capabilities Com-
mand at U.S. Transportation Command.

By the time this edition of SITREP has been released, the Great-
er New York Chapter will have held its first quarter general mem-
bership meeting at our traditional meeting place of Hudson Station 
in Midtown.  The Chapter’s priorities for 2019 are to kick off its 
prospective SWO-mentoring program with our local NROTC and 
USMMA Midshipmen, to get involved in local STEM programs and 
contests, and build an active Enlisted Sailor recruiting program.  The 
Chapter also plans to have a presence at this year’s annual Fleet 
Week NYC, to be held from May 22-27, 2019 at various locations 
around the city.  Stay tuned to your email and the Chapter Facebook 
page for details. 

Chapter President, CDR Dave Rewkowski, receives the Chapter’s first-ever 
Chapter Excellence Award from RADM Robert Reilly, SNA Membership 
Committee Chairman, at the SNA National Symposium Awards Luncheon. 

RDML John Mustin, Deputy Commander U.S. SECOND Fleet and SNA 
Greater New York Chapter Life Member, updates SNA National Symposium 
attendees on the status of the SECOND Fleet. 



The Surface Navy Association Newport Chapter wrapped up 2018 
conducting its fifth annual Wreaths Across America remembrance in 
December.  The Chapter led approximately 80 participants from 
over a dozen organizations, laying over 700 wreaths on Veteran’s 
graves.  Starting with a ceremony at the grave of Commodore Oliver 
Hazard Perry, the volunteers spread throughout historic graveyards 
in Newport honoring those who have gone before us.  Participating 
organizations included the American Heritage Girls, the Rhode Island 
Patriot Guard Riders, American Legion Post 18, Newport Veterans of 
Foreign Wars, the Artillery Company of Newport, Military Spouses 
of Newport, the Naval Academy Preparatory School, U.S. Veterans 
Motorcycle Club Rhode Island Chapter, Surface Warfare Officers 
School, and local business sponsors as well.  Wreaths Across America 
provided an amazing opportunity to grow our relationship with the 
Newport community, pay tribute to America’s Veterans, and teach 
the next generation honor, dignity, and respect.

Following the ceremony in December, the Wreaths Across America 
work was not complete until February, when the Newport chapter led 
the charge on a brisk, but sunny Saturday to clean up the wreaths we 
had previously placed in the graveyards.  Around 20 volunteers took 
about an hour to remove the wreaths and disposal services were do-
nated and coordinated with the local waste management company.  

The chapter is gearing up for an exciting 2019 and putting plans into 
motion to invigorate and grow our membership.  In January, sever-
al of our chapter’s members attended SNA National in Washington 
D.C. SNA Newport is proud to announce that we received the Chap-
ter Excellence Award for the 4th year in a row! 

We held our first general membership meeting of the year in Feb-
ruary, which included a group lunch outing.  We will continue these 
bi-monthly events to keep the members informed and involved with 
the chapter.  Also in February, we hosted an evening “SWOcial” with 
SWO Detailers from PERS-41. This allowed both SNA members and 
non-members the opportunity to discuss career timeline and pipeline 
changes in a fun, non-work environment.  Plans for future events in-
clude an evening of Galactic Bowling and a hiking outing on a trail 
steeped in Naval history. 

Newport
PRESIDENT: CAPT CHRISTOPHER ALEXANDER, USN

“Wreaths Across America provided an 
amazing opportunity to grow our relationship 
with the Newport community”
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Volunteers placed over 700 wreaths on Veterans graves in Newport, RI 
cemeteries. 

Uniformed members from commands across Aquidneck Island pay respect 
to the Veterans who have gone before us during the 2018 Wreaths Across 
America Ceremony, coordinated and led by the Surface Navy Association 
Newport Chapter. 

SNA Newport Chapter members proudly displayed their banner and 
certificate for receiving the 2018 Chapter Excellence Award at the Surface 
Warfare Officer School’s booth during SNA National. 

SWOs stationed at NAVSTA Newport gathered at the Officer’s Club to 
discuss career progression with detailers visiting from PERS-41. 
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Pensacola
PRESIDENT: CAPT TOM DANIEL, USN (RET)

NJROTC Cadets sponsored at Marine Corps birthday ball by Major General 
Gary Cooper USMCR (Ret). General Cooper is former Assistant Secretary 
of the Air Force for Manpower and former U.S. Ambassador to Jamaica. The 
Surface Navy Association Pensacola Chapter President also serves as Senior 
Naval Science Instructor at WP Davidson High School.  Cadets Westbrook and 
Keahey have expressed goals to serve as Surface Warfare Officers.  Left to 
right the following WP Davidson High NJROTC Cadets Meade, Keahey, Pina, 
General Cooper, Westbrook and Spruell. 

CAPT Tom Daniel USN and Chief Graziani USCG's WP Davidson High NJROTC 
Color Guard at AUSTAL shipyard, Mobile, Alabama  for Christening of USNS 
PUERTO RICO EPF 11 (November 2018).  Left to right RADM Clark (Dep 
Military Sealift Command), WP Davidson High NJROTC Cadets Westbrook, 
Cully, Spruell, Schriner, Sonia Sotomayer (Supreme Court Justice & Sponsor), 
Cadets Wilson, Pina, and VADM Smith, (Dep CNO, Readiness & Logistics)

Spring is in full swing in San Diego, and the past quarter has 
been a busy one for the San Diego Chapter!  In January, we had 
a robust presence at the SNA National Symposium, where the 
Chapter was proud to receive the Chapter Excellence Award for 
2018.  Thanks to all who worked behind the scenes – on mem-
bership, public affairs, and organizing Chapter events – to make 
this award possible.  This January, we were able to present USS 
CHAMPION (MCM 4) with their third consecutive award for best 
holiday lights across Naval Base San Diego!  BZ to the crew of 
CHAMPION. 

February was marked by the annual CNSP Sailor of the Year fes-
tivities, where SNA joined in recognizing our top-performing First 
Class Petty Officers.  SNA supported the kick-off icebreaker lun-
cheon at VADM Brown’s residence on February 10, where all the 
CNSP Sea and Shore Sailor of the Year finalists were recognized.  
The whirlwind week concluded with the Sailor of the Year Ban-
quet, held on February 15th at the Admiral Kidd Conference Cen-
ter.  Chapter Chairman RDML(Ret) Dave Steindl served as Master 

San Diego
PRESIDENT: CAPT PETER KIM, USN

“Spring is in full swing in San Diego, and 
the past quarter has been a busy one for 
the San Diego Chapter!”
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Warrior Join-Up Social

Mr. Mark Bouker speaks about leadership and team performance at the 
second installment of the SNA San Diego Chapter's Professional Speakers' 
Series onboard Naval Base San Diego. 
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of Ceremonies, and CNSP Chief of Staff CAPT Chris Engdahl was 
the guest speaker. Congratulations and BZ to all our Sailors of the 
Year, and especially to CNSP Sea Sailor of the Year IC1 Nick Natelli 
of USS BONHOMME RICHARD (LHD 6) and CNSP Shore Sailor of 
the Year DC1 Dustin Parks of Afloat Training Group Western Pacific!  
Special thanks as well to FORCM(Ret) Karen O’Connor for coordinat-
ing the Banquet, and CAPT(Ret) Ric Rushton our sponsor fundraiser 
– it was, as always, a memorable event!

On February 7th, we were pleased to welcome back leadership 
coach Ms Pam Reyes for the second installment of our professional 
speakers’ series.  She was joined by CAPT(Ret) Mark Brouker, and 
both led an engaging discussion on how behaviors of leaders build 
organizational cultures of trust.  The event was well-attended with 
over 50 waterfront Sailors participating.  We are looking forward to 
continuing this quarterly event in coming months.  

We concluded the month of February with another successful Warrior 
Join-Up social hour, hosted by USS BONHOMME RICHARD (LHD 6).  
The event was held at 10 Barrel Brewing Company in San Diego and 
brought together surface warriors from across San Diego to enjoy 
some fun and fellowship.  Thanks again to CAPT Rich LeBron and his 
wardroom for the outstanding support in making this event happen!

Finally, we’d like to bid “fair winds and following seas” to Chapter 
Board member LCDR Sophia Haberman as she departs for XO pipe-
line, and to FORCM(Ret) Karen O’Connor, who is stepping down as 
our Chapter Senior Enlisted/CPO Mess liaison.  Your time, hard work, 
and dedication has been integral to making SNA in San Diego a 
class act!  We’d also like to welcome new Board members CMDCM 
John Lanza, LCDR Leigh Tate, and LCDR Theresa Donnelly.  Welcome 
aboard, and look forward to working with you!

Please take some time to visit our San Diego Surface Navy Associa-
tion Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/SanDiegoSNA. If 
you are interested in becoming more involved in the Chapter, please 
email the Chapter Vice President, LCDR Nick Hoffmann at nicholas.
hoffman1@navy.mil or the Chapter President, CAPT Chris Barnes 
at christopher.k.barnes@navy.mil.  If you have questions about 
membership in the Chapter, please contact Membership Chairman 
CAPT(Ret) Pat Marvil at pmarvil@sbcglobal.net or stephen.marvil.
ctr@navy.mil.

SNA San Diego Chapter President Capt. Chris Barnes, center, poses for a 
photograph with Sailors at the CNSP Sailor of the Year banquet. Right is 
Interior Communications Electrician 1st Class Dustin J. Parks. He is assigned 
to Afloat Training Group Western Pacific. Left is Interior Communications 
Specialist 1st Class Nick Natelli assigned to USS Bonhomme Richard (LHD 6).

On December 1, 2018, the USS CONSTITUTION Chapter partici-
pated in Commissioning of USS THOMAS HUDNER (DDG-116) in 
Boston, MA.

USS Thomas Hudner (DDG-116), the 66th Arleigh Burke-class 
guided missile destroyer, was commissioned in Boston, MA on 1 
December.  The ceremony’s principal speaker was Secretary of 
the Navy Richard V. Spencer. He was accompanied on the dais by 
GEN Joseph Dunford USMC, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
ADM Bill Moran, Vice Chief of Naval Operations, VADM Richard 
Brown, Commander Naval Surface Forces, and other dignitaries 
from the Hudner family, industry and government.

The ship’s namesake, CAPT Tom Hudner, USN Ret, was a native of 
Fall River, MA. He received the Congressional Medal of Honor for 
heroic actions in Korea.

USS CONSTITUTION Chapter member CAPT Tom Hennessey 
chaired the Commissioning Committee on behalf of the Mass Bay 
Council of the Navy League. This was a four-year effort. Tom re-
ceived a shout-out from SECNAV recognizing his outstanding lead-
ership.

Commissionings are rare events in New England. Many Chapter 
Members took advantage by participating in the festivities. More 
than 7000 guests attended the ceremony.

In recognition of the ship’s special visit to Boston, Chapter Presi-
dent CAPT Bill Mauser presented CO CDR Nathan Scherry, USN 
with our commemorative plaque reading:

“To the officers and crew of USS THOMAS HUDNER (DDG-116)

in Commemoration of her Commissioning

BOSTON, MA, 1 December 2018” 

USS CONSTITUTION
PRESIDENT: CAPT BILL MAUSER, USN (RET)

“Chapter member CAPT Tom Hennessey 
chaired the Commissioning Committee”
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CAPT Tom Hennessey USNR Ret;  CDR Nathan Scherry USN Commanding 
Officer; CAPT Bill Mauser USNR Ret, Chapter President (pictured from 
Left to Right)
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Yokosuka
PRESIDENT: CAPT JONATHAN DUFFY, USN

“Extend a fond farewell to former chapter 
secretary, LT Stephanie Sherman.”
Hello from Japan! 

The Yokosuka Chapter would like to extend a fond farewell to 
former chapter secretary, LT Stephanie Sherman.  LT Sherman is 
an incredibly talented Surface Warrior and valued member of the 
Destroyer Squadron (DESRON) FIFTEEN Staff.  She left a lasting, 
positive impact across the Yokosuka waterfront and will certainly be 
missed.  Fair winds and following seas Shipmate!

Kon’nichiwa and welcome to our new chapter secretary, LTJG 
Samantha Brennan.  Samantha is currently serving as DESRON 
FIFTEEN Surface Operations Officer (N33).

This quarter, Commodore Duffy attended SNA’s 31st Annual National 
Symposium in Washington, DC with several members of the Yokosuka 
waterfront, to include LTJG Sarah Truskot, currently serving as the Fire 
Control Officer in USS JOHN S MCCAIN (DDG 56). This year’s theme 
resonated with her and she intends to bring the theme of ‘Ready, 
Agile, Focused: Own the Fight!’ back to JSM and the waterfront.

In November, USS JOHN S MCCAIN (DDG 56) successfully departed 
the Yokosuka dry dock.  JOHN S MCCAIN is scheduled to complete 
repairs in late 2019. Following JSM in early December USS BARRY 
(DDG 52) departed the dry dock. USS BARRY is currently conducting 
a 14 month availability. 

In December, the water front attended the Change of Command 
ceremony for USS BENFOLD (DDG 65). Commander Leroy Mitchell 
was relieved by Commander Robert “Mac” McFarlin. Commander 
McFarlin previously served as Executive officer in USS BENFOLD. Fair 
winds and following seas Commander Mitchell!

In January, LT Kennedy Trotter, currently serving as the Anti-Terrorism 
Officer in USS JOHN S MCCAIN, attended the 2019 Ship Selection 
Night in USNA on behalf of the Yokosuka waterfront.  “The event 
was like the Super Bowl Draft,” he said.  The Yokosuka Chapter 
congratulates all the future Surface Warfare Officers, and welcomes 
them to the Yokosuka waterfront.

In February, the waterfront attended the Change of Command 
ceremony for USS MILIUS (DDG 69). Commander Jennifer Pontius 
was relieved by Commander Jonathan Hopkins. Commander Hopkins 
previously served as Executive Officer in MILIUS. Fair winds and 
following seas Commander Pontius!

The Yokosuka chapter is gearing up for the annual SWO Summit 
(01-05 April). PERS-41, SWOS, and SMWDC will be facilitating 
meaningful tactical discussion across all warfare areas. The culmination 
of the week will be a Waterfront Dining Out at the Mercure hotel. 

Please take some time to visit our Yokosuka Surface Navy Association 
Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/SNAYoko. If you 
are interested in becoming more involved in the Chapter, please 
email the Chapter Secretary, LTJG Samantha Brennan at samantha.
brennan@fe.navy.mil or the Chapter President, CAPT Jonathan 
Duffy at jonathan.duffy@fe.navy.mil. If you have questions about 
membership in the Chapter, please contact LTJG Samantha Brennan 
at samantha.brennan@fe.navy.mil. 
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L O S T  C O N T A C T S

The following members do not have either a valid USPS mailing address or an active email on file with SNA.   If you know anyone 
on the list, please ask them to go online to the update their membership contact in the membership section of our website at 
navysna.org

Mr. Brian Boyle  

LT Christopher Bradley USN 

ENS Colin Brady USN 

CAPT Peter Brent USN 

Ms. Angela Brewer  

CAPT Matthew Brooks USMC (Ret)

Mr. James Brunell  

Mr. Anthony Bruno  

HMC Maria Concepcion Bucao USN 

CAPT Thomas Burke USN (Ret)

RADM Bill Butler USN 

CMDCM Jack Callison USN 

CAPT James Carr USN 

Mr. Richard Carroll  

DCCM(SW) Joseph Alan Carter USN 

ENS Ryan Cartwright USN 

Mr. Robert Casey  

LT Jonathan Chadwick USN 

LCDR Robert Chadwick USN 

ENS Mark Choi USN 

RDML John Christenson USN 

ENS Woojin Chung USN 

CAPT John Cistriano USN 

MM3 Magan Collins USN 

ENS Gabe Collins USN 

Mr. George Cooper  

VADM Daniel Cooper USN (Ret)

ENS Stefania Cotei USN 

ASC(SW/AW) Gerald Coulson USN 

RDML Robert Cox USN (Ret)

Mr. W. G. Cridlin  

LCDR DeVere Crooks USN 

CAPT William Crowe USN (Ret)

CAPT Stuart Cvrk USN 

Mr. Richard Danforth  

CAPT John Davidson USN 

CDR William Davis USN (Ret)

ENS R. E. De Las Alas USN 

Mr. John De Vere  

EM2 Jean Desir USN 

ENS Clayton Dietz USN 

LT Jennifer Doyle USN 

MIDN David DuChaine USN 

LCDR Daniel Duhan USN 

ENS Thomas Duncan USN 

LT Benjamin Earling USCG 

Mr. J.P. Eckert  

Mr. Rick Edger  

YNCM(SS/SW) Gene Edwards USN 

LT Elizabeth Eiser USN 

LT Paul Eklund USN 

CDR Christopher England USN 

LCDR Mike Erickson USN 

BM1 Melinda Erickson USN 

Mr. M. R. Eshelman  

ENS Joseph Estes USN 

CAPT Scott Evertson USN (Ret)

RADM Timothy Fanning USN (Ret)

Mr. Frank Fariello  

RADM Eugene Farrell USN (Ret)

CAPT Dennis Farrell USN 

LCDR Brian Faulhaber USN 

LT L. Michael Fauscette USN (Ret)

Mr. Martin Fegg  

ENS Steven Felsher USN 

CAPT Joseph Femino USN 

CDR Patrick Fitch USN (Ret)

LCDR Brian Forster USN 

CAPT Vincent Foster USN 

LCDR James Fowler USN 

CDR Rafael Acevedo USN 

Mr. Gale Adams  

CAPT Heidi Agle USN 

ENS Marisol Aguilar USN 

MIDN Charles Alcasid USN 

FC2 Robert Alley USN 

Mr. Bill Allison  

AOC(AW/SW) Robert Anderson USN 

LT Amalon Aneson USN 

CAPT Daniel Appleton USN (Ret)

ENS John Arion USN 

ENS Albert Armstrong USN 

LCDR William Armstrong USN 

ENS Hampton Bailey USN 

LT Brett Baker USN 

Mr. Nicholas Baker  

Mr. Heinz Bannasch  

ENS Michael Barkofski USN 

ENS Meagan Barron USN 

ENS Lamar Bee USN 

PSC Carolina Bejarano USN 

ENS Jose Benitez USN 

ENS Joseph Bergeron USN 

ENS Michael Bernhardt USN 

LT Kent Berry USN 

CDR John Bestoso USN 

ENS Caleb Bishop USN 

ADM Dennis Blair USN (Ret)

CDR James Blankenship USN (Ret)

ENS Dylan Blanton USN 

ENS William Bloomer USN 

CDR John Bolin USN (Ret)

CDR Robert Borries USN (Ret)

Mr. J. Robert Bost  

CAPT Craig Bowden USN 
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LTJG Brian Hulse USN 

LT Randall Humiston USN 

CAPT J. S. Hurlburt USN (Ret)

ENS Miranda Jackman USN 

LTJG Alexander Jackson USN 

CDR Jerry Jacobson USN 

RADM Daniel Janes USN (Ret)

LT Alan Janigian USN 

ENS Jeremiah Johnson USN 

YN3 Tyesha Johnson USN 

Mr. Scott Jones  

CDR Ralph Jones USN 

LT Phillip Jones USN 

CDR Timothy Jordan USN (Ret)

ENS Sean Jordan USN 

Mr. Ira Kaplan  

CAPT Stuart Karon USN (Ret)

ENS Luciani Keenan USN 

Mr. Gene Kendall  

ENS Bridget Kennedy USN 

ENS Jeremy Kibby USN 

CAPT Isaac Kidd USNR (Ret)

VADM R.K.U. Kihune USN (Ret)

CDR William Kimball USN (Ret)

Mr. T. M. Kitchen  

ENS Charles Klatt USN 

ENS Merril Kline USN 

CAPT Robert Kline USN (Ret)

ENS Dane Kozlosky USN 

ENS Zach Kraft USN 

Mr. Richard Krumenacker  

LCDR Gerald Lake USN (Ret)

Mr. J.P. Laughlin  

LCDR Mark Lawrence USN 

Ms. Andrea Lawrence  

CDR Richard Lebron USN 

ENS Dexter Ledbetter USN 

CDR Matthew Lehman USN 

LT James Lemmon USN 

CDR Richard Lepper USN 

CDR John Lesser USN (Ret)

CAPT Rollin Lippert USN 

RADM Peter Long USN (Ret)

LCDR Jonathan Long USN 

LTJG James Losey USN 

ENS Henry Lu USN 

ENS Clare Macadam USN 

LT Rolando Machado USN 

Mrs. Christine MacNulty  

CAPT William Marin USN (Ret)

Mr. Graham Martin  

Mr. Joseph Martini  

CDR Ken Masson USN (Ret)

LT Michelle Matthews USN 

LCDR Sean Maxwell USN 

RADM B. C. McCaffree USN (Ret)

LTJG Christopher McKinney USN 

LT James McLaughlin USN 

LT Anna McNeil USCG 

LT Andrew Melnyk USN 

CDR Andre Merrill USN 

Mr. D. R. Mickle  

ENS Matthew Miller USN 

ENS Jennifer Miller USN 

CAPT A. Scott Miller USN 

EWCM(SW) Frank Miller USN (Ret)

QMC(SW) Toshio Mills USN 

Mr. A. T. Mollegen  

Mr. Joseph Monastra  

CAPT H. G. Montgomery USN 

RADM Sam Moore USN (Ret)

ENS Mhardy Moralita USN 

HM3 Tyler Moreno USN 

Mr. Robert Morgan  

SH3 James Morra USN 

CAPT James Morrell USN (Ret)

Mr. Geoffrey Moss  

ENS Mason Mullmann USN 

LCDR Kent Fredrickson USN 

MCPO Ronnie Freeman USN 

Mr. Larry Freeman  

LCDR Matthew Frick USN 

Mr. W.P. Fricks  

CAPT William Garcia USN (Ret)

ENS Joseph Garrett USN 

Mr. Max Gianelloni  

Mr. Richard Gildea  

CAPT Brian Glackin USN (Ret)

CDR David Glenister USN 

LCDR Steven Glover USN 

Mr. James Goodrich  

OSC(SW) Alexander Grinenko USN (Ret)

LT Jeffrey Groteboer USN 

Mr. Gregory Gudger  

CDR Milton Gussow USN (Ret)

LT Bailey Hackbarth USN 

CAPT Norma Lee Hackney USN 

CAPT Robert Hall USN 

LT Douglas Harrington USN 

ENS Andrew Harriott USN 

SCPO Tshombe Harris USN 

ENS Brett Hayes USN 

LTJG Coutler Heavenrich USN 

LT Jason Henderson USN 

Mr. Walter Herr  

LCDR Larry Herrman USN (Ret)

LCDR Stephen David Hersch USN 

LCDR Robert Hickey USN 

LCDR Kyle Hiscock USN 

Mr. Steven Hoipkemeier  

Mr. Guy Holcombe  

CDR Steven Holland USN 

ENS Caitlin Holliday USN 

LT Robert Holt USN 

CDR M. H. Hoskins USN 

Mr. Don Howard  

CAPT Stephen Huber USN 
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CDR Arleigh Rice USN (Ret)

Mr. Dennis Rizzardi  

ENS Tanner Roach USN 

ENS Mikaela Robbins USN 

ENS Cody Roberts USN 

RADM Paul Robinson USN (Ret)

RADM Paul Rohrer USN (Ret)

ENS Benjamin Salander USN 

CDR Rodney Sams USN (Ret)

SH2 Kenneth Sangalang USN 

CDR Robert Santos USN (Ret)

RADM Paul Schultz USN (Ret)

Mr. William Schulz  

Mr. Rowan Schweizer  

Mr. Philip Sendel  

SM2 Walter Serviolo USN (Ret)

LCDR Paul Sherbo USN 

ENS Mark Shiiba USN 

Mr. William Shimp  

RADM R. O. Simon USN (Ret)

ENS Matthew Sindelar USN 

FCC(SW) James Smith USN 

LT Sherry Smith USN 

Mr. Michael Smith  

LT William Smith USN 

ENS Jordan Snitzer USN 

ENS William Snyder USN 

LT Pat Sollitto USN 

LCDR Adam Soukup USN 

 Robert Stage  

CMC Kurt Stauff USN 

LT C. M. Stoffel USCG 

Mr. Frank Sublett  

ENS Lucas Sullivan USN 

ENS Kyle Swackhammer USN 

ENS Myles Swain USN 

Mr. Patrick Sweet  

ENS Anel Tavira USN 

ENS John Taylor USN 

CDR Peter Thompson USN 

Mr. Sam Timmons  

LTJG Van Edward Torbert USN (Ret)

Mr. W. J. Townsend  

CDR Michael Transue USN (Ret)

Mr. Theodore Tribolati  

YNC Lawrence Turner USN (Ret)

CDR William Ulrich USN (Ret)

DTCM(SW) C. L. Varner USN 

LCDR Rene Velez USN 

LCDR Laura Venable USN 

CAPT Dan Vilotti USN 

ENS Joseph Viviano USN 

Mr. Douglas Wade  

CAPT George Walker USN (Ret)

CAPT Dick Walsh USN 

RADM Thomas Ward USN (Ret)

CWO4 Diedra Ware USN 

RADM L. O. Warfield USN (Ret)

CDR Steven Wasson USN 

Mr. Paul Watson  

ENS Dan Weathers USN 

CAPT Peter Weed USN (Ret)

QM2 Florry Weinstein USN 

Mr. Justice White  

Mr. Thomas White  

CDR Nicholas White USN 

Mr. John Whitehead  

ENS Timothy Williams USN 

ENS Joshua Williams USN 

LCDR T. J. Williamson USN 

PO1 David Wold USN 

CDR Richard Worthington USN (Ret)

CAPT Richard Wyatt USN (Ret)

ENS Zhong Yi USN 

ENS Brian Yousef USN 

LCDR T.J. Zerr USN 

CDR William Musser USN 

CAPT Mark Myers USN (Ret)

ENS Kendrick Nelson USN 

LT David Nicholas USN 

LCDR David Nosal USN 

CAPT Stuart Novak USN 

Mr. Edward Nugent  

ENS Jordan O'Bryant USN 

CDR Alfred Olsen USN (Ret)

LT Raymond Osborne USN 

ENS Brittany Ott USN 

Mr. Frank Otto  

ENS Mark Owen USN 

CAPT R.L. Owens USN 

Mr. Lewis Palumbo  

CAPT Lutrelle Parker USN (Ret)

VADM Robert Parker USCG 

ITC Scott Patterson USN 

RADM M. Y. E. Pelaez USN (Ret)

Mr. James Perriello  

LCDR Randall Peters USN (Ret)

Mr. Mark Petersen  

LT Christopher Peterson USN 

LCDR Dean Podracky USN 

CAPT Ricks Polk USN 

ENS David Posehn USN 

CDR Clark Price USN 

RDML Cedric Pringle USN 

PO2 Shawn Pritchard USN 

MIDN Manuel Ramirez USN 

CDR Russell Reddoch USN (Ret)

LCDR Eric Reed USN 

Mr. Thomas Reeves  

ENS Matthew Reilly USN 

CAPT Sharon Reinke USN 

Mr. Johan Reis  

CAPT Walter Reister USN (Ret)

Mr. Torger Reppen  

ENS Megan Reutzel USN 



DIRECTORS AT LARGE

QMCS Donald Alvarado, USN

CAPT Christopher Barnes, USN

CDR Emily Bassett, USN

Christopher Bova

GSCS(SW/AW) John Bradshaw, USN

CMDCM David Carter, USN

LT Rebecca Conti-Vock, USN

LCDR Jason Garfield, USN

RADM Sinclair Harris, USN (Ret)

RADM Brad Hicks, USN (Ret)

LCDR Nicholas Hoffmann, USN

LCDR Monica Iannacone, USNR

CAPT Jon Kaufmann, USN (Ret)

BM3 Harriett Martin, USN

CDR Riley Murdock, USN

LCDR Justin Nadolny, USCG

CDR Peter Niles, USCG

MKC Heath Reid, USCG

LCDR Douglas Robb, USN

CAPT Michael Salvato, USN (Ret)

CAPT Glen Sears, USN (Ret)

RADM James Shannon, USN (Ret)

RDML Cynthia Thebaud, USN (Ret)

OS1 James Thornton, USN

LCDR Arthur Zepf, USN

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
CAPT William Erickson, USN (Ret)

CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
CAPT Edward Lundquist, USN (Ret)

OFFICERS

ADM Arleigh Burke, USN (Ret) 
Honorary Chairman 1987-1996

ADM James R. Hogg, USN (Ret) 
Chairman of the Board

VADM Richard Hunt, USN (Ret) 
President

VADM Timothy LaFleur, USN (Ret) 
Vice President - West Coast

VADM Hank Giffin III, USN (Ret) 
Vice President - East Coast

CAPT Jim Tackett, USN (Ret) 
Treasurer

CAPT David Lee, USN (Ret) 
Secretary

VADM Barry McCullough, USN (Ret) 
Immediate Past President

N A T I O N A L  B O A R D  O F  D I R E C T O R S

HAMPTON ROADS 
CAPT Jim Kirby, USN

KOREA 
LT Michael Sherwood, USN

MAYPORT/JACKSONVILLE 
CAPT Mike Meyer, USN

MID-SOUTH (Memphis, TN) 
CAPT Derek Trinque, USN

MONTEREY BAY 
LT Levi Beaird, USN

NATIONAL CUTTERMEN 
CAPT Mike Davanzo, USCG

NEWPORT 
CAPT Christopher Alexander, USN

NEW LONDON 
CDR Anthony Russell, USCG

NEW YORK 
CDR David Rewkowski, USN

PEARL HARBOR 
CDR Kenneth Athans, USN

PENSACOLA 
CAPT Thomas Daniel, USN (Ret)

PHILADELPHIA 
RADM Joseph Hare, USNR (Ret)

PUGET SOUND 
CAPT Kyle Colton, USN

SAN DIEGO 
CAPT Peter Kim, USN

SASEBO 
Vacant

TAMPA BAY 
CAPT Jim McTigue, USN (Ret)

WASHINGTON, D.C 
CAPT Paul Young, USN

YOKOSUKA 
CAPT Jon Duffy, USN

ANNAPOLIS 
CDR Chad Graham, USN

ARABIAN GULF 
CAPT Adan Cruz, USN

BATH, MAINE 
CMDCM(SW/AW) Daniel Nicholson, USN (Ret)

BAY AREA 
CAPT Nathan Moore, USCG

CHARLESTON 
CDR Carl Brobst, USN

CONSTITUTION 
CAPT Bill Mauser, USNR (Ret)

DAHLGREN 
CDR Ernest Swauger, USN (Ret)

DOUGLAS MUNRO ANACOSTIA 
CAPT Mark Frankford, USCG

GAETA/NAPLES 
CAPT Michael Lehman, USN

GREAT LAKES 
Vacant
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GREAT LAKES 
Vacant

HAMPTON ROADS 
FORCM(SW/AW) Bill Slingerland, USN (Ret) 

billslingerland52@gmail.com

KOREA 
Vacant

MAYPORT/JACKSONVILLE 
LTJG Andrew Hensley, USN  
andrew.w.hensley@navy.mil

MID-SOUTH (Memphis, TN) 
LT Christina Carson, USN 
christina.carson@navy.mil

MONTEREY BAY 
CAPT Chuck Good, USN 

cpgood@nps.edu

NATIONAL CUTTERMEN 
CAPT Mike Davanzo, USCG 
ncpresident@navysna.org

NEWPORT 
newportsna@gmail.com

NEW LONDON 
CDR Marc Brandt, USCG 
marc.brandt@uscg.mil

NEW YORK 
CDR David Rewkowski, USN 
david.rewkowski@gmail.com

PEARL HARBOR 
OS1 Ashley Smith, USN 
ashley.smith5@navy.mil

PENSACOLA 
CDR Mark Wenzel, USN Ret 

mark.wenzel@navy.mil

PHILADELPHIA 
RADM Joseph Hare, USNR (Ret)

PUGET SOUND 
LCDR Mark Schaff, USN 
mark.m.schaff@navy.mil

SAN DIEGO 
CAPT Pat Marvil, USN Ret 

pmarvil@sbcglobal.net 

SASEBO 
Vacant

TAMPA BAY 
CAPT Jim McTigue, USN (Ret) 

jjmctigue@msn.com

WASHINGTON, D.C 
LCDR Kelly Craft, USN 

kelly.craft@navy.mil

YOKOSUKA 
LTJG Samantha Brennan, USN 

Samantha.brennan@fe.navy.mil

ANNAPOLIS 
LT Carlton Smith, USN 
cosmith@usna.edu

ARABIAN GULF 
LTJG Erinn Chang, USN 
erinn.chang@me.navy.mil

BATH, MAINE 
CDR David Patch, USN (Ret) 
dapatch@roadrunner.com

BAY AREA 
LCDR Christopher Klein, USCG 
Christopher.j.klein@uscg.mil

CHARLESTON 
CDR Carl Brobst, USN 
carl.brobst@navy.mil

CONSTITUTION 
CAPT Ramon O’Hara, USNR Ret 
compassrose032@gmail.com

DAHLGREN 
CDR Ernest Swauger, USN Ret 
swauger@usa.net

DOUGLAS MUNRO ANACOSTIA 
CDR Phillip Crigler, USCG 
phillip.a.crigler@uscg.mil

GAETA/NAPLES 
LTJG Joyce Kim, USN 
joyce.kim@eu.navy.mil

M E M B E R S H I P  P O I N T S  O F  C O N T A C T

M E M B E R S H I P  C O M M I T T E E

RADM Jeffrey Hathaway, USCG (Ret)

RADM Charles Horne, USN (Ret)

LCDR Katie Jacobson, USN

CAPT James McTigue, USN (Ret)

HMCM(SW) Patrick Modglin, USN (Ret)

CAPT Robert Oldani, USN (Ret)

CAPT Robert Warner, USN (Ret)

LT Arthur Zepf, USN

RDML Mike Frick, USN (Ret) 
Committee Chairman

GSCS(SW) John Bradshaw, USN

OSC(SW) David Brakebill, USN (Ret)

CAPT Chris Bushnell, USN (Ret)
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Nam                                                                            
  
Mailing Address

City     State    Zip Code

(H) Phone    (W) Phone                 Date of Birth:

Duty Station or Employer:                       Position/Billet:

Directory Email:                          Non Directory Email:

Status:  Active Duty  Reserve on Active Duty         Retired         Civilian       Rank:          Branch:

How do you want to receive the SNA quarterly newsletter (SNA SITREP)?   Email    USPS Mail        Opt Out of Mailing

Sponsor (if applicable):

 Yes, I would like to make a donation to the SNA VADM Robert Walters Scholarship Fund.      Amount$:

   Check  MasterCard    Visa    AMEX    TOTAL Payment:

  Credit Card Number :  __________________________________________   Exp Date:  ______________

Name as shown on credit card (please print): _______________________________________________________________________

** Are you affiliated with the Coast Guard or National Cuttermen?    YES   NO

SNA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Active Duty/Reserve on Active Duty

 Annual Three Year

O-7 & Senior  $30.00   $70.00  
O-6  $25.00   $62.50
O-4/O-5  $20.00   $50.00
CWO/O-1, O-2, O-3  $15.00   $20.00  
Midshipmen    $15.00    

E-7/E-9  $15.00   $20.00 
E-6 & Below  $10.00   $20.00  

         Retired  $30.00   $70.00  
         Civilians  $30.00   $70.00  

Life Membership Dues (Payment plans are available) 

 Active Duty or Reserve on Active Duty to age 50  $350.00
 Active Duty or Reserve on Active Duty - Age 51+     $250.00

Retired or Civilian   Under Age 40 - $450.00 
    Age 41-50 - $350.00 
    Age 51-60 - $250.00
    Over Age 60 - $150.00

Promotion Code (If Applicable):  

  Anacostia
  Annapolis
  Arabian Gulf
  Bath, Maine
  Charleston
  Dahlgren
  Gaeta/Naples

  Great Lakes
  Greater New York
  Greater Washington
  Hampton Roads
  Key West Interest Group  
  Korea
  Mayport/Jacksonville 

  MidSouth (Millington)
  Monterey
  New London
  Newport
  Pearl Harbor
  Pensacola 
  Puget Sound 

Regional Chapter Affiliation:
  Philadelphia
  Rota Interest Group
  San Diego
  Sasebo
  Tampa Bay
  USS CONSTITUTION 
  Yokosuka

Mail to:  Membership Dept, SNA, 6551 Loisdale Court Suite 222, Springfield, VA 22150

 NEW                RENEWAL               Member#:     (if known)
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To join or renew your membership, please complete the form online at navysna.org or complete and mail with payment. 
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HISTORY OF SNA
Surface Navy Association (SNA) was incorporated in 1985 to promote greater coordination and communication 
among those in the military, business, and academic communities who share a common interest in Surface War-
fare while supporting the activities of Surface Naval Forces.

MISSION
We are an Association at the center of Surface Warfare. We provide our members support, programs, & various 
activities that enable professional growth, personal satisfaction, and camaraderie.

PURPOSE
• Recognizing the continuing contributions of the United States Navy & Coast Guard’s Surface Forces in regards 

to the security of the United States

• Showcasing professional excellence within the Surface Naval Forces

• Dealing with the challenges that are faced as Surface Naval Forces in regards to National Security

• Nurturing communication among military, academic, and business communities

• Enhancing and Preserving the Heritage of Surface Naval Forces

• Providing forums on professional matters affecting Surface Naval Forces and the United States Navy and 
Coast Guard

If you would like to submit an article or have any suggestions please email us at sitrep@navysna.org!
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